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within CUNY (p. 6)
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Baruch professor invents ‘squishy robot fingers’
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

IN2NYC is
a program
that CUNY
implemented
to distribute
visas for legal
employment
to overseas applicants who
would be given the opportunity
to establish an entrepreneurship.
The talent, however, already exists within the CUNY system.

BUSINESS 7
OPEC member-nations discuss potential freeze (p. 7)
Amidst steadily
declining oil
prices, multiple oil producing nation have
met in order to
hammer out a
deal that would
freeze oil output at January
levels. The negotiations were the first of their
kind in the last 15 years.

ARTS & STYLE 9
Nina Hoss gives best performance of career (p. 10)
Nina Hoss’
performance
in Phoenix
is stunning.
She perfectly
embodies the
feelings of fear,
isolation and
inability to go
back to the
“normal” of post-World War II
Germany.
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SPORTS 14
Women’s basketball eliminated from playoﬀs (p. 14)
Baruch’s season ended after
a first-round
loss against
the eighth seed
York College in
the CUNYAC
tournament.
Veronica Ganzi
scored a season-high 35 points
in her final game of her junior
season, while KellyAnn Barrett
added her seveth career doubledouble.
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David Gruber (left), of Baruch’s Department of Natural Sciences, and Brennan Phillips (right) test “DeepReef” in a pool.

Beware of The Messenger in Exit
Stage Left’s latest production

PR professionals dole out advice
BY DAMLA BEK
EDITORINCHIEF
The Baruch College chapter of the Public Relations Student Society
of America invited students to meet and network with public relations
executives from Feintuch Communications, LaunchSquad and Peppercomm last week. The four panelists in attendance fielded questions from
PRSSA members and doled out advice to students who aspire to work
in communications.
PRSSA is the student subdivision of the Public Relations Society of
America, a professional network for public relations and communications professionals.

SCIENCE & TECH 12
Sci-Hub to relocate following
lawsuit from Elseveir (p. 12)
Sci-Hub,
dubbed the
Pirate Bay of
Science, was
forced to shut
down and relocate following
a lawsuit from
Elsevier. Since
the lawsuit was announced,
Alexandra Elbakyan has been
speaking out against high prices
for accessing journals.

It is 1 a.m. on a summer night,
1,000 meters below the surface of
the South Pacific. A submarine is
hovering above the ocean floor,
its rough grippers trying to collect
a delicate anemone sample. After many attempts, the submarine
leaves, its goal abandoned.
The submarine was occupied
by Baruch’s own marine biologist
and an Emerging Explorer—title
awarded by National Geographic—
named David Gruber, Ph.D. The
hard robotic hands that the submarine was equipped with were
ill-suited to collect fragile samples.
The issue is not unknown to scientists. According to National Geographic, deep sea corals are generally out of divers’ reach—humans
cannot dive below 100 meters, and
deep reefs are generally located
below that point. This means that
scientists will often resort to using remotely operated vehicles
whose arms are simply too powerful to handle samples without
damaging them.
Now, fast-forward to 2014. Gruber is presenting his research at the
National Geographic’s Explorers
Week Symposium.
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USG reprimands
F.U.S.I.O.N.
BY EDWIN MOREL
NEWS EDITOR
CALVIN RONG | THE TICKER

The Madness of Solomon Wright shows just how scary cults can be.
BY REBECCA SIMON
COPY EDITOR
We have all heard of Jim Jones and Charles Manson, but what about
Solomon Wright? From Feb. 18-20, Exit Stage Left presented its own
version of a maniacal religious cult in its play, The Madness of Solomon
Wright.
Written by Baruch College’s own Matthew Boccio, the play tells the
tale of Wright, also known as The Messenger, a schizophrenic billionaire who forms The Sacred Nine, a cult that practices communal life and
polytheism. Wright often suffers from fits of delusions where he claims
to be communicating with “The Nine” and subsequently must be medicated by Elder Schultz, played by Irina Groushevaia, a cult member
who, along with Elder Valentin, portrayed by Kevin Khayutovsky, is
secretly exploiting Wright for financial gain.
Enter Sister Eve, whose portrayal by Melanie DiPalma comes across
as shy and mousy, further dramatizing her role in the cult. Eve’s place
among The Sacred Nine had previously been rather insignificant, that is
until The Messenger decides to initiate her as one of his Elders.
In a creepy and rather emotionally disturbing encounter with The
Messenger, during which he communicates with The Nine, Eve finds
herself in his sights—interpret that how you may.

The Undergraduate Student
Government announced the
passing of a resolution regarding the exclusivity of the Filipinos Uniting Students in Other
Nations’ winter gala event held
last semester. In the resolution
made public on Feb. 23 USG resolved that the club’s event was
not inclusive to the entire Baruch community and subtracted
50 percent of the total winter gala
expenditures from F.U.S.I.O.N.’s
remaining budget for fiscal year
2015-16. According to the CUNY
bylaws, USG holds the right to
question any use of student activity funds and, if necessary,
“budgets may be expended.”
The decision has yet to affect
the club financially, but it still
had an impact in other ways.
“There is more of an effect on
the morale [of the club],” according to Muhaimen Ahmed,
vice president of F.U.S.I.O.N.
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Baruch students
deserve tuition freeze

T

alk of rising tuition has
been escalating here at
Baruch College. Senators
from USG have been sending
around petitions in support of a
tuition freeze.
It is understandable that students are complaining about
rising tuition specifically because Baruch is a commuter
school. The most popular mode
of transport among Baruch students is mass transit; the cost of
a monthly unlimited metro card
is just shy of $120. Supplementing the cost of transportation
with tuition and books, makes
rising tuition a real concern.
Government officials do not
take into account that students
pay additional fees that cover
the costs of technology use,
student activities fees, printing
fees and books. Baruch students
might be affected more by the
potential tuition hike simply because our student activities fee
and technology fee already total
almost $300 annually.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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TAMID facilitates Israel-related start-up tech fair

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
JONATHAN SPERLING
On Feb. 22, a team of
students from Baruch’s Master
of Science in Financial Engineering program won the 13th
annual Rotman International
Trading Competition (RITC).
The group triumphed by defeating teams that represented
52 different universities from
around the world. The competition, which took place in the
University of Toronto’s BMO
Financial Group Finance Research and Trading Lab, saw
teams participate in electronic
and outcry trading cases. Students also attended seminars
led by industry practitioners and
social events.
________________________
Two Baruch professors were
granted prestigious awards in
the month of February. Distinguished professor of English
Grace Schulman was awarded
the 2016 Poetry Society of America’s Frost Medal for Distinguished Achievement in American Poetry. Her other achievements include a Guggenheim
Fellowship, a New York Foundation of the Arts Fellowship
and four Pushcart Prizes for
poetry, among others. Law professor Donna Gitter earned a
Fulbright Distinguished Lecturing Award for her to travel to
the Philippines. Once there, she
will give lectures to audiences at
major universities, professional
organizations and non-governmental and governmental agencies during the 2016-2017 academic year.
________________________
An disturbance at Brooklyn College has prompted a
call for investigation by the
college’s
president,
Karen
Gould. An interruption at a
Feb. 16 faculty council meeting
featured students demanding
that the school divest from Israel
and the chanting of anti-Israel
slogans such as, “Zionists off
campus.” Some faculty members
have compared their feelings
toward the incident and growing anti-Israel sentiments to
the feelings of German Jews
during the early 1930s.
________________________
A system-wide program announced by CUNY on Feb. 24
will expand options for students wishing to transfer from a
community college to a fouryear college by evaluating their
transcripts. If an analysis of a
student’s transcript indicates
that he/she qualifies for an associate degree, they will be entitled
to an associate degree from the
community college they transferred from. The change is a welcoming one considering the fact
that many transfer students do
not necessarily complete an associate degree before they transfer.
________________________
The Minimum Wage Reality Check Campaign added 18
members to its coalition against
Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s proposed
$15 an hour minimum wage.
While lawmakers will vote on the
proposal in the coming months,
critics say that people will lose
jobs, and increase the potential
for inflation, hurting the economy. Cuomo has been joining
labor groups in a statewide tour
designed to drum up support
for the increase, which he says
will help working families make
ends meet while injecting more
cash into local economies, according to The Associated Press.

The student organization brought The Startup Nation Technology Fair to Baruch on Feb. 25 in partnership with outside organizations
BY EDWIN MOREL
NEWS EDITOR
Students at Baruch College are
equipped to become impactful
business leaders through extensive coursework in management,
accounting and finance, offered
by the Zicklin School of Business.
Workshops are often offered to
students by clubs, giving them the
experience not teachable in classrooms. On occasional Thursdays
and Fridays, students are lined up
in suits and ties, ready to market
themselves to big companies that
come to internship fairs for recruitment. The TAMID chapter at
Baruch works on campus to bring
more casual opportunities for
students to network.
TAMID, a nonprofit organization that develops undergraduates’ skills through interaction with
the Israeli economy brought, in
partnership with Israeli Ideas and
Hasbara Fellowships, the opportunity to network with technology
startups and learn about the Israeli
community onto Baruch’s campus.
The Startup Nation Technology
Fair held on Feb. 25 during club
hours was the fifth tech fair held in
partnership between Hasbara Fellowships and Israeli Ideas, as part
of a traveling expo educating students about job opportunities and
Israel. Given Baruch’s location and
the New York City market, it was
the largest turnout for any segment
of the series. The series links burgeoning entrepreneurs with tech
startups in some way connected
to Israel—whether it be through
business ties, where it was initially
founded or by the nationality of
its founders.
Mark Cohen, founder of Israeli Ideas, shared his purpose for
holding such an event. “We are all

content consumers, and we get our
content from certain services.” By
addressing stereotypical views of
Israel and Israeli people held by
some Americans, the event aimed
to give “an exposure to a side of Israel that most people are not aware
of,” said Cohen.
While Cohen advises that
wokring for small businesses are
not for everybody, he said that
the goal of the event was “to enable the students to see behind
the headlines and see the benefit
with opportunities to learn and
get real jobs.”
Israeli Ideas is an organization
that networks with companies,
showcasing Israeli innovation in
order to bring goodwill to the country. Since the organization does not
affiliate with colleges often, Cohen
partnered with Hasbara Fellowships to reach out to student leaders who were believed to be enthusiastic about the project. “TAMID
was just that,” said Cohen.
Benjamin Zeitz, president of
TAMID’S Baruch chapter, opened
the event with his judgment on the
growing industry of tech startups.
“It connects students to a vibrant startup scene, both here in
New York and abroad. Too often
as students, we are told our only
choices are to join a huge corporation or start a company of our own,”
said Zeitz.
The STARR Career Development Center holds multiple yearly
job fairs, offering students the opportunity to meet with employers
from companies like J.P. Morgan
Chase and Aflac. Given the success of those companies, students
are compelled to participate in
such events. For Zeitz and the TAMID organization, the tech fair
gave students an opportunity to
explore a different take on being

part of a business. Employees in
startup companies are challenged
to play multiple roles in the entity’s production, exposing them
to many aspects of working in the
business world.
While large corporations offer
employees a learning experience
in a specific field, startup companies require more versatility because the job is more of a lifestyle,
being that an employee is more
inclined to know everything about
anything in the organization, as
Danny Weissburg, CEO of Voiceitt,
suggested in the panel discussion
at the tech event.
With Voiceitt, Weissburg created software that recognizes an
unintelligible voice and translates
it into an understandable message.
His grandmother, who lost her ability to speak after a stroke, inspired
him to give people their voice back
through technology.
A panel of four CEO’s from tech
startups shared their working experience and offered advise, giving
students insight on the differences
between small businesses and big
businesses, in addition to bringing light to the perception of the
Israeli community.
Yael Vizel, CEO and co-founder
of Zeekit, an application that allows
users to see themselves in outfits
viewed online, shared her account
on how she founded her tech startup. By applying her background
in engineering, she applied the
concept of topography to putting
clothes on the human body. “The
dream of Clueless 20 years ago of
seeing yourself in outfits has come
to life,” said Vizel.
Encouraging
students
to
share their resumes, Vizel spoke
on the importance of employees without tech backgrounds.
“On top of the technology are the

product people.”
Product people are expected to
understand real-world problems
and the capabilities of the product
to enhance the product’s functions.
She attributes innovative thinking
to being able to challenge a concept and think differently.
Innovative Africa, one of the 21
tech startups at the event, aims to
reduce poverty and drive economic development by disseminating
information and knowledge on innovation. Morag Neill, the Africa
Programs associate, highlighted
the relationship between Israel
and Africa. “Technology in Israel
helped the land so much, there is
an opportunity to take that and
make a huge impact in Africa.”
Since Israel is not known for
trade, they have a tremendous
startup workforce, earning recognition as the innovation nation. Neill
says that being part of a startup
company “allows you to experience
all aspects of business operations.”
By being able to see the entire system and have access to programming and fundraising, she was able
to apply herself to different fields in
the business.
After panelists finished their
discussion, the startup companies
showcased their ideas and inventions to students who crowded
around stations for the second
portion of the event. 11 companies
were actively recruiting for their
companies, including three of the
panelists’ companies.
Startup companies force employees to “constantly be challenged, think out of the box and be
part of a small team,” said Cohen.
In a big corporation, Cohen says
employees are “assigned a specific
role,” which is not necessarily bad
but is a position where “you can get
shoehorned.”

USG reprimands F.U.S.I.O.N. for ‘non-inclusive’ event
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
F.U.S.I.O.N. held their annual
winter gala in the multipurpose
room on Dec. 15, 2015. The event
was promoted as RSVP only and
was marketed via a private Facebook group.
Upon creation of a new group
on Facebook, the automated option is that the page is closed to
anyone who is not a member.
Facebook users who create groups
have the option to choose whether
they want it to be public or private
in the process of making a page,
but in the case of F.U.S.I.O.N., it
was an overlooked option. According to Ahmed, the club did not realize the page was automatically
made private.
Based on their solid turnout
from the previous year, F.U.S.I.O.N.
wanted to provide students with
a more entertaining experience
but had less money allocated
for the event. In turn, the club
opted to get creative and give the
gala a theme, with a side attraction for those who did not want
to dance.
The RSVP list was created to
better promote a game that the
club had intended for guests. By
making the reservation, a student’s
name was added to a list for the
“Spyfall” game, which assigns participants either a spy position or
location. Upon arrival, guests who
made the reservation were given a
card with their name, which tore
off to reveal who they would be in
the game. The goal of the game is
for the spy to figure out who is not
a spy and their location, but if they
are to guess wrong, they lose.
“That was our incentive for
people to socialize with each
other,” said Ahmed.
The reservation list of the event
included 12 outside guests, 23 students from other clubs and 29 stu-
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USG resolved to deduct 50 percent of F.U.S.I.O.N.’s winter gala budget from its remaining budget for ﬁscal year 2015-16.
dents from F.U.S.I.O.N. The event
was open to those who did not
RSVP, though they were not registered to participate in the game.
In a meeting with Sau Fong Lin,
USG’s chair of clubs and organizations, and Izabel Zhao, USG’s
treasurer, the F.U.S.I.O.N. executive board claimed to also market
the event by word-of-mouth to
other clubs.
The total amount spent on the
event was $1,048.18. USG contacted F.U.S.I.O.N. in late January
about the winter gala, said Ahmed.
An open discussion was held during a Feb. 2 USG meeting to address the nature of the event, but
a decision did not come out of the
discussion. Instead, the senate entered an executive discussion fol-

lowing the event and announced
its resolution on Feb. 23.
As for the waiting process,
Ahmed worked with his club to
spread positivity. “As long as they
keep having meetings, that means
they have not come to a verdict, so worrying would have not
been positive.”
Coping without an answer to
their budget situation, F.U.S.I.O.N.
used the opportunity to improvise
with the budget and be more creative. “It was positive because we
came up with more interesting
[general body meeting] material to
save money.”
For their general body meeting
held the week of Valentine’s Day,
the club took a different approach
to speed dating. While challeng-

ing students to get to know each
other, they were given a phrase on
a card completely out of context,
and it had to be incorporated in
the conversation.
F.U.S.I.O.N. hopes to use the
Spring semester to increase the
new member’s initiative to increase work activity among members. The last semester brought in
an influx of new members, where
“old members going to newer
GBM’s felt like there was a new
F.U.S.I.O.N.,” said Ahmed.
“Because of successes last semester, we are not going to let [the
budget cut] faze us. We are going
to keep holding really good events,
and we’re going to take what happened from last event and learn
from it,” said Ahmed.
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ALPFA molds students into professionals through workshops
BY THEODORE SUNG
STAFF WRITER
Baruch College offers a wide
range of opportunities for students looking to network with
professionals and enhance their
professional skills.
Baruch’s club life provides students with access to clubs and
professional organizations aimed
toward assisting students achieve
such goals, gearing them up for
successful careers. The Association
of Latino Professionals For America
works toward this community goal.
ALPFA is a national organization working to empower and develop Latino men and women into
becoming leaders in every sector of
the global economy.
ALPFA’s mission statement is to
transform students into business
professionals through empowering relationships, continuous
learning and leadership growth.
Ayleen Nazario, a senior majoring in marketing, is the current
president of ALPFA’s sub-chapter at
Baruch College.
While the chapter’s name suggests it assists the Latin community, the club is very inclusive and
provides opportunities for all students to grow and develop their
business profiles.
“ALPFA is an organization that
helps transitions students into
blossoming professionals—a start
to a career path,” said Ranfy Frias,
vice president of ALPFA. Frias is
currently a senior majoring in accounting and minoring in economics. According to him, ALPFA
is an educational club that builds
strong personal relationships and
motivates members to strive for
successful careers.
“I found what I was looking for
going to Baruch. I found a group of
people who pushed me to get out
there,” said Frias. He will intern this
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ALPFA members are provided with the tools and techniques to gain internship opportunities through the club’s wide array of corporation connections.
summer at Deutsche Bank.
ALPFA has connections with
a spectrum of corporations.
Some companies include Morgan Stanley, Ernst & Young, JP
Morgan Chase, Wells Fargo and
PricewaterhouseCoopers.
According to Nazario, ALPFA
at Baruch is currently expanding
to social media businesses as well,
such as Twitter. She will be interning at JP Morgan Chase for marketing this upcoming summer.
Through a series of events and
workshops called the development
series, ALPFA prepares its members by offering them opportunities to practice and improve their
professional skills.
According to Nazario, during
the club’s development series, the
Fall semester is focused on providing members with the tools and

techniques to obtain possible internship opportunities.
The semester is filled with
events that focus on a variety skills
necessary for successful careers,
such as writing resumes, cover letters, practicing interview skills and
developing networking skills. The
Spring semester is geared toward
practices on how to work efficiently
at the internship and how to make
the most of the experience.
During the fall semester, ALPFA
hosted one of its biggest events,
“Brand Yourself,” which won the
Most Professional Event Award at
USG’s Bernie Awards last year.
The event uses what students
have learned during the development series and allows them to use
those tools while talking to professionals in the corporate world.
It is similar to speed dating but

Baruch alumni sit on panel to discuss
diversity in the corporate workplace
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
A panel of some of the most
successful Baruch alumni came together on Feb. 22 for Back II Black’s
“Blacks in the Workplace,” an event
catered toward students looking to
gain some insider knowledge on
navigating the corporate world as
an African-American.
A group of five panelists, ranging in careers from investment
banking to real estate management to comedy, fielded questions
from audience members in a lively
three-hour long discussion.
“I think it’s my responsibility to give back to the folks that
are coming up behind me,” said
Bernard Warren, a class of 1982
graduate who currently works as
the president and owner of a realestate company in Harlem. “The
reality that many students here will
face is being a minority in a majority world and learning how to
navigate that.”
The event commenced with a
preview of Microaggression: The
New Workplace Bigotry, a documentary featuring recorded testimonials of African-Americans
fighting preconceived notions
and discrimination in the workplace. Workers in 35 different
industries were interviewed for

the film, which was created by
Baruch graduate and panelist,
Andrea O’Neal.
“Through the documentary I
am analyzing the emotional and
psychological effects [of microaggressions],” explained O’Neal,
who works in investment banking. “I’ve talked to women that
maybe wanted to straighten their
hair so much they actually had to
wear wigs permanently because of
their edges being completely damaged. I have a man who thought
his voice was too booming and
bravado and actually changed his
voice by two octaves over a period
of years that permanently damaged his vocal chords, just to be
at work.”
Following the film, panelists
were asked a variety of questions
pertaining to socialization in the
workplace, saying “no” to inappropriate requests from coworkers
and utilizing social media appropriately. Answers were often accompanied by spirited anecdotes.
“I was literally the guy in the
back of the class with my hat on
backwards, really considered to
be a knucklehead. I was a kid who
really saw the crack-era and what
that did to our communities, so
that helped me say to myself ‘wait,
that is not a route I want to go,’” recalled Warren. “When I graduated

“I was a kid who really saw the crack-era and what that did
to our communities, so that helped me say to myself ‘wait,
that is not the route I want to go.”
- Bernard Warren, 1982 Baruch graduate

from Baruch I got a job at Federal
Express ... I was the manager and
one of the things that resonated
with me right away was that I was
the only black manager in my
group ... I was isolated; when folks
went to lunch I was never invited,
and I had to learn how to deal
with that.”
As the event progressed, panelists agreed that networking was
an integral part of corporate success, as well as being selective
with friends on social media and
maintaining individual relationships with your superiors. Despite
this knowledge, climbing the corporate ladder is still a task somewhat marred by institutionalized
racism.
“When you do go into the corporate world and you are AfricanAmerican, there are different
procedures that you have to take
then when you’re not [AfricanAmerican],” said Juanita Fatola, a
junior majoring in actuarial science. “It’s something you have to
keep in mind, because you never
know if someone is going to have
racial biases or have certain stereotypes of you when you are going in. In a way, we have to go
in with a different attitude than
others would.”
The event is one of many in Baruch’s Back II Black program taking place throughout the month of
February and early March as part
of Black History Month. On Tuesday, March 1, “Dine and Discuss,”
a closing ceremony event featuring
the discussion of core issues in the
black community will be held. One
final event, the 10th annual “Black
Excellence: BSU Fashion Show,”
will occur on Friday, March 4th,
showcasing African-American talent and culture.

with networking.
It gives members the ability to
market themselves in order to leave
an impression on the professionals
within a limited time frame. According to Frias, some members
have received internships from
the event.
This semester, ALPFA is looking forward to its annual banquet
event, usually held in the conference room on the 14th floor of the
Vertical Campus. There is no confirmed date for the event yet.
With this semester’s event
marking its ninth year, the theme of
the banquet will be, “Changing the
Color of Corporate America.” According to Nazario, the theme will
be focused on the change in diversity within corporate America and
its businesses. This annual event
invites recruiters from companies

that have cooperated with ALPFA
throughout the semester, and it
also serves as a networking event.
Last year’s keynote speakers
were Dan Black, the director of
recruiting at Ernst & Young, and
Chris Simmons, a now-retired
managing partner at PWC. Speakers have yet to be announced for
the upcoming banquet. The event
acts as a passing of the current executive board to the new executive
board, an awards ceremony and
an overview of the organization’s
accomplishments from during
the year.
Details about ALPFA’s events
can be located on their ALPFA
Baruch page on Facebook. The
next event will be a general interest meeting on Wednesday,
March 2 at 6 p.m. and is open to
all students.

Artists and experts explore
evolution of hip-hop genre
BY MARIA MARCOWICZ
SCIENCE A TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
According to Grand Wizzard
Theodore, hip-hop is all about
“peace, hope, unity and fun.”
Six hip-hop artists and experts
took the stage in the multipurpose
room to share their stories and
opinions on hip-hop in an event
titled, “Hip Hop Pedagogy: The
Evolution of Black Music,” which
was part of Baruch’s Back II Black
series for Black History Month.
Tamir Brown, treasurer of the
Black History Month Committee, moderated the panel held on
Feb. 25. Among the panellists were
Alexis Mclean, Ph.D., TJ Mizell,
LiKWUiD, Lakeisha McCoy, Akir
and Grand Wizzard Theodore.
During his introduction, Grand
Wizzard Theodore recounted
the moment when he invented
scratching. In the story, his mother
was so fed up with him playing his
records at a high volume that she
stormed into the room and told
him to either lower the volume
or shut off the player altogether.
While facing her, he kept moving
the record back and forth on the
turntable, which produced the infamous sound.
For both the panellists and
their audience, hip-hop is part of
their heritage. The panelists’ lives
were immersed in hip-hop. The
audience
members—whatever
culture they were from—generally
seemed like they considered hiphop to be part of their culture, if
not a part of who they are.
“Hip-hop has brought so many
different ethnic backgrounds of
people together,” Grand Wizzard
Theodore highlighted. “Because
we come from the same struggles,
you know? It’s just that we live in

different parts of the world.”
The message that the panellists
were trying to convey is that hiphop is colorless and multicultural;
it unifies its fans around the world,
creating what Grand Wizzard
Theodore referred to as “a single
nation under groove.” At the same
time, LiKWUiD emphasized that,
because it came out of the South
Bronx, people should remember and respect its roots. She also
pointed out that artists, particularly Iggy Azalea, should represent
the industry as a whole rather than
their own interests.
“So I had this conflict with
Iggy Azalea,” LiKWUiD said when
asked about modern hip-hop artists. “I really wanted to root for
her because she’s a woman … but
then I’d hear a lot of her interviews
and some of the things she’d speak
on—because you don’t want to go
on and celebrate yourself when
we’re all in this together.”
“Iggy Azalea is not making hiphop music,” TJ Mizell added. This
led to another discussion on the
role of women in hip-hop.
McCoy highlighted that, back
in the days when she was still involved in hip-hop as Symantix,
misogyny in the field was “loud.”
She often had to prove herself on
stage as others tried to discredit
her based on her gender.
Before closing the panel, Grand
Wizzard Theodore made an interesting comparison between hiphop and rap. He believes that while
rap brings people down, hip-hop
brings them up, though he did not
elaborate on the statement.
Brown added,“Hip-hop is life.
Hip-hop is the reclaiming of culture from people who lost culture
during the transatlantic slave trade
and it’s just bring back the world.”
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Elevator restorations
complicate student foot traffic
Members of the Baruch College community recently received an
email from Lisa Edwards, the assistant vice president of campus facilities, about elevator repairs in the 23rd Street Building.
Edwards began the email on a positive note to soften the blow, stating that, “The iconic Lawrence and Eris Field Building at 17 Lexington
Avenue is the historic hub and sentimental heart of Baruch College.”
She went on to say that “the 80-year-old edifice” is slated to undergo
some changes over the next few years and that this semester, the focus
is on fixing the antiquated elevators.
It may be hard to believe right now, but the 23rd Street Building truly
is the scion of Baruch history. When construction first began in 1929,
it was expected to accommodate 3,500 students in 125 classrooms
at any given time.
According to the Baruch website, the building is “noted for its attractive Italian Romanesque, brick-and-limestone exterior,” and “adds
beauty to its distinguished neighborhood” much in the same way that
the Vertical Campus is a state-of-the-art facility with cutting-edge architecture and room for space-starved students and faculty.
The fact of the matter is that Baruch is starved for space in a neighborhood with one of the highest population densities per acre in Manhattan, according to the 2010 census. In other words, we have to make
do with what little real estate we already have.
If the “heart” of Baruch College cannot perform basic, day-to-day
functions for students and staff, then it must go under the knife for a
series of increasingly inconvenient, laborious and invasive procedures.
The people who use this space on a daily basis are the ones who have to
suffer through it in the meantime.
Indeed, Edwards ended her email with a plea: “We greatly appreciate your patience and understanding as we make these necessary repairs, and attend to any unforeseen issues that may arise.” Asking for
patience is not asking for much.
However—though this is not of any concern to campus facilities—
there is quite a bit of oversight in terms of managing foot traffic during peak hours. Most students know better than to arrive at the 23rd
Street Building five minutes before class starts, and while professors
and staff get to cut the line, it can still devolve into a chaotic scene
with great haste.
Ultimately, this would go by a lot smoother with a prescribed analgesic. After all, nobody goes into open-heart surgery without cardiac
anesthesia. As we prepare to begin the renovation process, the administration should seek to numb the pain in some way.

Kesha sheds light on music industry
Kesha, stripped of the bedazzled pop singer persona that vaulted
her to stardom back in 2010, could only sob as the New York Supreme
Court denied her request to be released from her recording contract
with Sony Records and music producer Dr. Luke.
Kesha’s ongoing struggle to escape from her contract marks a disturbing turn for the music industry as a whole. At what point does the
music supersede the individual rights of the artist? Dr. Luke is accused
of allegedly drugging and raping Kesha repeatedly over almost a decade-long period, leaving Kesha to fight in recent years to shed the producer. Refusing to record with him, Kesha has not toured or released
any new content since 2013, a career death sentence in the fast-paced
digital age. Stuck between two evils, Kesha is left in limbo, watching her
fame and her livelihood slip away under the tyrannical reign of music
industry bureaucracy. Many artists have spoken out in support of Kesha, including Taylor Swift, Lady Gaga and Ariana Grande. However,
this is not enough. Public pressure and outcry must increase against
Sony Records if Kesha’s person, is to come before Kesha’s persona. Behind the music are real people, and their emotional and mental health
should be respected just as much as their artistry is.

REBECCA VICENTE | THE TICKER

Baruch students need a tuition freeze
Baruch’s student fees amount to large sums that should be acknowledged in discussions about tuition
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Tuition across all CUNYs has
been rising steadily by $300 each
year for five years. Now officials are
in the midst of the decision-making
process to halt or continue the rational tuition plan, which consists
of raising the tuition annually by a
predictable sum.
There are solutions that would
allow CUNYs to uphold the tuition
freeze, or at least significantly cut
the cost of tuition. According to a
New York Times article, the 1 percent pay more than a third of their
collective income in federal taxes. If
taxes for the 1 percent were raised to
a flat 40 percent, $157 billion would
be generated in revenue to spend
on other governmental projects.
The name of the United States’
wealthiest politician happens to be
Michael Bloomberg, the affluent
businessman and former mayor of
New York City. He holds the 11th
spot with a net worth of over $35 billion on the list of the richest men in
the country, as dictated by Forbes.
Ahead of him are major Wal-Mart
mongers, the Koch brothers, and all
the way at the top, Bill Gates.
To illustrate a point, if just
Bloomberg were taxed 0.05 percent
more than 34.9 percent, his current tax rate, more than $17 million would be generated in revenue
alone. That money could potentially cover full tuition for a couple of
thousand CUNY students for four
years. The results could be monu-

mental if we increased the tax rate
for the 1 percent by just a fraction
of a percentage. These calculations
make free tuition for all CUNY students a very attainable prospect.
Students at Baruch in particular
are right in expressing concern for
the rising tuition. Students have the
unbelievable burden of being expected to successfully manage extracurricular involvement, internships, part-time jobs and a heavy
college course load. Students might
double as legal guardians or have to
cover expensive transportation fees
to get to school or pay high rent.
Although higher tuition would
allow greater salaries to CUNY
professors—most of whom are adjuncts who get paid a stipend of a
couple of thousand dollars for each
course they teach—it would be at
the expense of students who chose
to attend CUNY because of its significantly-reduced costs of attendance. Ideally, they would be paid
better since they have achieved the
highest degree possible and are
likely to have massive student debt
to pay off.
Many students attend CUNY
because it is more affordable than
other schools. While professors
undeniably deserve better pay and
more raises, their salaries should
not come from tuition hikes. Tuition money should be used on
maintaining current technology
and implementing more accessibility units for students to get to
and from class efficiently.

Investing in CUNY tuition
proves to be economically feasible
because on average students collectively spend up to $8 million a
year. This money goes into circulation and strengthens our economy.
If students were able to spend the
money that would have gone into
tuition on other necessities or
wants, more money would go into
the economy.
Baruch students are not outliers
when it comes to spending money.
Trendy restaurants cover the length
of Fifth Avenue, a ping pong suite
attracts on Park, Shake Shack in
Madison Square Park is a normal
stop for students commuting home,
and dollar pizza is on every corner.
The entire CUNY-wide system
houses 86 percent of all of the
students who attend college in
New York City.
Out of roughly 600,000 students, there are 516,000 enrolled
in a CUNY. If raising the taxes of
the 1 percent so slightly essentially
means that hundreds of thousands
of students could receive a college degree and advance in their
educational endeavors, then it
should be done.
The 16,000 students enrolled
at Baruch who pay unusually high
fees and must rely on the use of a
subway pass to get them around
are in no position to take on
a tuition hike.
-Yelena Dzhanova
Pol. Sci. ’19
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n a world where technology
and social media often collide, members of society are
more aware of recent Hollywood
divorces than the followings of
the presidential race. Pop culture
is a broad genre that swims in the
masses of journalism, where celebrity news outlet TMZ is one of
the many sources of Hollywood’s
latest gossip.
TMZ’s managing editor is Harvey Levin, a lawyer-turned-journalist who was previously a legal expert for the Los Angeles television
station KCBS-TV. The TMZ website
claims it does not pay for stories or
interviews; however, Levin has admitted that TMZ does sometimes
pay sources for leads on stories.
These practices have recently been
examined. Hovering somewhere
between gossip, scandals and news,
TMZ has become, sadly, a part of
the evolution of celebrity buzz. A
typical day includes updates on the
marital status of Khloe Kardashian
and Lamar Odom, video footage of

Selena Gomez arriving at a popular
Beverly Hills brunch spot and diva
behavior from Kanye West before
he is set to perform.
TMZ recently had its practices
examined by The New Yorker. In
the feature, “The Digital Dirt,” the
magazine explores how TMZ gets
the videos and photos that celebrities desperately try to hide.
Obtaining this footage involves
throwing around a lot of cash, but
when it comes to Levin, he has no
problem blowing money for his
empire. Levin has complete control
of this empire; he decides which
pieces of gossip to air and how
much to pay for receiving such information. TMZ is a reminder to all
human beings who are outside the
limelight of how privacy is frightfully invaded.
What Levin has conjured up in
his practice of what he calls journalism is intimidating, disgusting
and unethical.
Levin has proclaimed that “most
journalism about stars is built on a

lie,” and he is right in that aspect.
He can be rightfully given credit
for attempting to break through
the walls that publicists have built
around their high-profile celebrity
clients. TMZ has been responsible
for breaking some of the biggest
celebrity scandals of the last decade, including ending actor Mel
Gibson’s 30-year career and poking
holes through the pristine image of
Solange Knowles when the video
of her attacking her brother-in-law
Jay-Z was leaked.
Levin—who declined The New
Yorker’s requests for an interview—
is running a gossip outlet. Gossiping is not a part of journalism because real journalism is based on
the foundation of facts and truth.
Platforms such as TMZ give society a bad image of what journalism is and distracts minds from
information that is important and
impactful on our daily lives.
-Tafannum Rahman
Journalism ’17
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VA avoids veteran calls
The department does not provide needed help to suicidal veterans

A

s if the Department of Veteran Affairs had little else
to be ashamed about, it has
been reported that their suicide
hotline goes directly to voicemail.
An investigation by the VA’s Inspector General discovered the
bewildering error, only another in
a long line of blunders committed by a department that allegedly
devotes itself to assisting veterans.
In the wake of prolonged wars in
Iraq and Afghanistan, calls to the
crisis hotline increased steadily in
the years following. There has also
been a spike in calls from older,
aging veterans of the conflict in
Vietnam. However, to the Veterans
Crisis Line, this appears to be an
insignificant inconvenience.
The image is depressing in itself, but unfortunately we can only
assume it came to pass. A veteran,
suffering from the traumas of a
war constantly ingrained to him
or her as “worth it,” decides to finally call the hotline he or she has
been told so much about. To what
can only be shock and disappointment, the other end of the line
replies with a robotic voice often
associated with trying to get answers regarding one’s cable bill.
The question we can only ask, in
the words of the chairman of the
House Committee on Veteran Affairs, is what happened to those
veterans afterward?
This is not the first time the
VA has mucked up the treatment
of veterans. In 2014, the Veterans Health Administration came
under fire for the slow treatment
of veterans in medical care, slow
treatment that led to the deaths of
35 identified by the VA in the subsequent investigation. The scandal caused enough of a tremor in
Washington that then-Secretary
of Veteran Affairs Eric Shinseki

resigned in the fallout. Now the
department has another scandal looming, with equally fatal
consequences for those in need.
The Deputy Secretary of the VA
Sloan Gibson has stated that more
staff will be hired for the call center and that their facilities will
be upgraded.
In the United States, roughly
20 percent of all suicides are committed by veterans. It is an unsettling statistic, one that should have
incited the upgrades and staff
expansions Gibson has claimed
are underway long before we had
reached a point where mentally
anguished veterans were put on
hold. A more dire conclusion can
possibly be drawn, that being that
the United States government perhaps simply does not care about
those it asks to fight once the
fight is over.
If the Department of Veteran
Affairs had granted the people that
its name honors the treatment it
claimed to have afforded, perhaps
its recent slate of messes might not
have occurred. There is this stalwart mentality readily espoused in
the United States, that veterans are
heroes worthy of admiration, fighting for home and country. Our response to these heroes, however, is
lukewarm. The war is not over for
those we honor. To them, home is
another battlefield that takes root
in the mind.
In the massive machine of war,
the homegrown paranoia, and a
steady cadre of people ready to
fight for such a machine, our soldiers have become dispensable
once they come home. Home,
however, ends up becoming yet
another dark, mental trench.
-Reuven Glezer
Journalism ’19

Politicans vie for Scalia’s empty seat
THE POLITICKER

MIKHAIL RELUSHCHIN

T

he United States was
shocked earlier this month
to learn that Justice Antonin
Scalia had died.
At the virile age of 79, his death
came as a surprise—indeed so
much so that conspiracy theories
aplenty now congest the airwaves.
But all circumstances of his death
aside, and before discussing the
political beanbag the Republican
Party has made of his still-warm
corpse, a few words are opportune
about the man himself.
That Scalia was a conservative neither is nor ever was a secret. Many articles have already
been written about his rulings on
contentious Supreme Court cases
stretching back into the 1980s,
through which he advanced what
some call a strict interpretation of
the Constitution and others call a
ham-fisted conservative agenda.
But he is not the first conservative Supreme Court justice and
likely not the last.
His more lasting legacy may
be tied less to his views than to
his personality, which was pugnacious, deeply sarcastic and even
caustic at times—traits that bled
into his opinions and may account
for the vitriol that his death has
spawned.
Just as British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher’s death elicited
joyful choruses of “Ding Dong, the
Witch is Dead,” Scalia’s death was

not received with universal grief.
His opinion on homosexuality—at
one point equating the “animus”
to homosexuality to social animus
to murder—is perhaps his most
notorious, drawing the ire of proponents of same-sex marriage. On
civil rights, his record is similarly
controversial, especially following
an opinion implying that affirmative action is undesirable because
some African Americans may be
better off not getting into good
schools. He was not averse to making political hay of legislative issues, branding the Affordable Care
Act as “SCOTUScare” after his fellow justices saved it from dismemberment time and time again. He
was more than willing to make enemies in his strict interpretation of
the Constitution.
To those versed on the law,
these may sound like oversimplifications. This may be because Scalia’s rulings, drenched as they are
in conservative humor and sometimes-undisguised activism, lend
themselves to oversimplification
by the legally uninitiated. Weighing in as he has on the controversial issues of his day, his followers
and his detractors alike can point
to his rulings as lightning rod statements on contemporary law. Indeed they may remain liberal and
conservative talking point fodder
for a generation.
But as consequential as he was
in life, his death has become a
political debacle in its own right.
Before rigor mortis had even set
in, Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell announced that his
seat would remain vacant until
President Barrack Obama left office. Presidential candidates Ted
Cruz and Donald Trump agreed
with that preposition at a Republican primary debate that night.
And with Scalia’s body on display
at the Supreme Court, Capitol Hill

is geared up for a struggle over
his seat.
In the words of Governor John
Kasich, “I just wish we had not
run so fast into politics.” But just
as Scalia was irreverent in his life,
politics is irreverent to him in
his death.
Both sides have begun throwing precedents at each other—one
side for why Obama has no basis
for appointing a successor, the other for why he does. The Republican
Party closed ranks behind McConnell on blocking any new nominees but only tenuously so. Moderate Republicans like Mark Kirk
and Susan Collins have refused to
shut the door on nomination hearings, and indeed Judiciary Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley
has not completely reneged either.
But they, plus the entirety of the
Democratic Party in the Senate,
may not be enough to move the
process forward.
As heartbreaking as it may
be that the Senate is refusing to
even grant a nominee their right
to a hearing, it is unlikely that a
new Justice will be appointed in
2016. It is an election year and
two Republican
Senators are currently running
for president—both with a new issue, that of Scalia’s successor, with
which to bludgeon Obama. Many
of their colleagues are vulnerable
to electoral ouster and looking
for an issue that could lift their
poll numbers.
And there is limited sympathy
for the Supreme Court as a whole,
which lost the fickle and unprincipled support of U.S. conservatives
by daring to rule against them on
gay marriage, health care and affirmative action.
Thus even after death, Scalia is
still causing trouble in U.S. politics.
May he rest in peace—for he leaves
us with none.

FBI asks to tap into phone needlessly

CUNY ignores students

The FBI put in requests to Apple for the releasing of private data but its demands are unreasonable

IN2NYC chooses overseas applicants before taking in CUNY students

A

O

pple’s homepage reveals a
letter penned by the CEO
Tim Cook on the site. In it,
he explains that the FBI, supported
by a court order, has attempted to
compel Apple to retrieve personal
data from the phone of one of the
individuals involved in the recent
shooting in San Bernardino. Apple
has refused the request.
The request itself may seem
more benign than it did at first
glance. Apple’s letter claimed
that the FBI explicitly asked them
to create a backdoor into iOS for
them. However, the court order
actually requested that technical
staff from Apple assist the FBI in
bypassing the passcode screen’s
rate limiter, which makes you
wait after a series of wrong attempts before re-entering, and the
self-destruct option.
Even when taken in this context
though, complying with the court
order is still just as tricky a privacy and security issue for Apple
as building a backdoor would be.
The idea behind these requests
is for the FBI to be able to “bruteforce” the passcode without losing
data. Brute-force refers to the act
of trying all possible combinations
before entering lockout. However,
according to Apple, if these tools
were designed to bypass this particular element of iOS security,
every Apple device that uses this

particular security implementation would now be vulnerable to
having its passcode broken in a
similar fashion.
This particular case does not
judicially revolve around Fourth
Amendment rights since the San
Bernardino Department of Health
owns the phone and consented
to the search. It is instead part
of the return of the All Writs Act
from 1789 when much of the legal system we have today had yet
to coalesce. The All Writs Act allows the government to compel
private individuals and groups to
provide assistance in executing
FBI investigations.
The major prerequisites to the
act are that the help provided must
be necessary, must not place an
undue burden on the party helping out and must be within the letter and principles of the law.
The FBI has failed on all three
counts. First, Apple has already
provided them with the previous
iCloud backup of the phone’s data.
However, that particular data was
over a month old at the time of
the attack. Apple could have provided a current copy of the data,
if the San Bernardino Department
of Health had not reset the iCloud
password for the account tied to
the phone shortly after the attack.
There are still methods that would
allow the FBI to obtain access to

The major prerequisites to the act are that the help provided must be necessary, must not place an undue burden
on the party helping out and must be within the letter and
principles of the law. The FBI has failed on all three counts.

the phone without Apple’s help,
but these methods require time
and specialized equipment.
Secondly, in order to circumvent the likely argument over
Fourth Amendment rights, the FBI
also requested that these tools be
designed by Apple to only run on
this particular iPhone. To do this,
Apple would basically have to create a custom version of iOS 9 that
allows the FBI to bypass the passcode while only being able to run
on one specific phone. Even if the
FBI is willing to pay for the execution of this service, it is more
than a little custom work on the
part of Apple.
Finally, this particular usage of
the All Writs Act is something that
has yet to rear its head in modern
U.S. history.
The last time this law appeared
in a major way was during a 1977
court case that the FBI won, allowing it to use spare and already present telephone lines to
tap the phone of an individual it
was investigating.
In Apple’s case, the FBI is attempting to compel Apple to use
already allocated resources to
build it something new.
How this case plays out is going
to be one worth watching. Both FBI
Director James Comey and Cook
have been invited to appear before
the House Energy and Commerce
Committee to talk about encryption. I fully expect that most of the
public discourse on the situation
will revolve around encryption and
digital privacy as well. With that
said, the actual legal questions that
are presented in the background of
this particular drama are likely the
more revelatory issue of the two.
-Nick Zehnder
Public Affairs ’16

n Feb. 18, CUNY launched
the International Innovators Initiative, a pioneering program for international
entrepreneurs, in partnership
with the New York City Economic
Development Corporation.
A key requirement is that entrepreneurs have to base businesses
at CUNY incubators, thereby
bringing employment and education opportunities to neighborhoods in all five boroughs. Seven
CUNY colleges, including Baruch
College, will work with IN2NYC.
CUNY already has a universitywide Center for Student Entrepreneurship, to assist its students to
start businesses, create jobs, and
foster business growth and economic development in the city.
Furthermore, it offers talented
juniors and seniors in high school
workshops, in partnership with
investment banks and major corporations. These intensive sessions teach the nuts and bolts of
creating an enterprise, developing
a business concept and plan, and
studying business theory as a key
to entrepreneurship and success.
CUNY is a treasure-trove of talent, and it hopes to create a hothouse for risk takers. So, what then
is so unusual about IN2NYC? The
new initiative has the backing of
foreign-born U.S. risk-takers such
as Google’s Serge Brin and Tesla’s
Elon Musk. What does it mean to
go global? Is there not enough local talent and potential here in the
United States? Apparently not.
High-paying jobs do not supplement a lack of homegrown talent, an assertion without much
factual claim.
IN2NYC offers a short-circuit
advantage: it allows skilled workers to obtain an H-1B Visa.
Usually applicants need an

employer to sponsor them if it
is a non-immigrant visa with a
maximum life of six years. For
many companies, sponsoring an
employee during these unsettling
times may be a burden and a bureaucratic nightmare. So the burden of sponsoring foreign talent in
its wide-ranging university system
is taken on by New York state.
Disney tried a slick maneuver
in using H-1B’s for private game. It
was revealed that they terminated
U.S. employees for “skilled” foreign workers but not before they
trained their replacements who,
expectedly, got lower salaries.
Of course, IN2NYC has a high
moral tone to it, discouraging ingrown patronage of multi-billion
dollar enterprises that will profit
by government spending.
The program, it appears, is so
conceived with the buzzword of
entrepreneurship, that the people
it aims to recruit will show enough
initiative so that IN2NYC will
undoubtedly succeed.
And this is done in the best U.S.
tradition of fair play, self-improvement and social advancement
for major corporations, but not
necessarily CUNY graduates. It is
a rueful conceit.
So, we are on the horn of the
dilemma. If the university system
is to house such a program in its
incubators, why does the talent need to come from overseas?
What about homegrown CUNY
talent? They, too, are the material for budding entrepreneurs,
with degrees and good old get-go.
And what is more, they now go
hat in hand seeking employment
that is not there, despite receiving
a college degree.
-Robert Cambria
Journalism
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Apple CEO writes letter to customers about refusing FBI request
BY MARIA TUMANYAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It is an unspoken promise that
our technological lives are safe within our phones, and there should be
no reason to be flooded with fear
during our day-to-day lives in regard to our privacy no longer being
a possibility.
This is why the recent customer
letter from Tim Cook has caused
a considerable reason for divide
among Apple users.
The CEO of Apple, Tim Cook,
explained within the letter the current situation of the relationship
between Apple and the FBI and
why it should concern the public,
more specifically, those who own
Apple products.
The FBI is not interested in hacking into all of our phones and judging how many times we ordered
from Seamless. They are trying to
gain access into one phone in particular, the phone that belongs to
Syed Farook.
In December of 2015, Farook
and his wife Tashfeen Malik killed
14 innocent civilians and wounded
an additional 22 people in San Bernardino. This was known as the San
Bernardino Massacre.
Farook and Malik were chased
by the police and shot dead. When
the FBI searched for more information in regard to those two individuals, they discovered smashed cellphones and absolutely no lead until
they found Farook’s work phone, his
iPhone 5C.
It can be easily assumed that the
FBI would have no complication entering into this password-protected

ALEXIS LUNGU I THE TICKER

The FBI’s proposed “back door” software would allow a user other than the iPhone’s owner to access information on any iPhone.
device, however, Apple has made it
extremely hard to do so.
Apple is known for putting
the privacy of its customers first.
Apple’s website contains their
promise to the public’s privacy in
complete detail.
“We’re committed to using
powerful encryption because you
should know the data on your device and the information you share
with others is protected.”
Apple has made it impossible to
break into someone else’s iPhone.
The minute you create your private
passcode, you and only you have
the ability to unlock it.
Apple does not have access to

your passcode, and that means neither does the FBI. Since there is no
“front door” access to the iPhone 5C
that was retrieved, the FBI is asking
Apple to create a “back door” capability to retrieve all the information
within that phone.
To create this back door capability, the FBI is asking Apple to
create a new operating system that
would enable the passcode to be
inputted electronically.
When hooked up to specific
software, the computer will generate thousands of different passcode
variations into the phone allowing it
to unlock once the correct passcode
has been found.

The plan for this special software, that Apple made sure to mention does not exist, is only to be used
on the iPhone retrieved from the
San Bernardino shooting.
It seems like a simple solution
to this unprecedented issue, however, Apple has made it clear that
opening a back door to one singular
iPhone can lead to hackers unlocking the devices of any Apple user.
Apple’s refusal to help the government lead to a battle between
the two opposing sides. The government issued a court filing against
Apple claiming their motives
to be impure.
Within the filing, the govern-

ment stated that Apple can easily
unlock the phone without compromising the safety of other Apple users and that no one outside of Apple
would have access to the software.
This means that no hacker would
be able to get their hands on it. The
FBI claims Apple is using this situation as a way to build up their brand
image within the eyes of consumers.
Apple claims that while this is
the first time they have been asked
to go through such measures, it will
not be the last.
If they comply with the government orders then they will continuously be asked to do it again
and again and other prosecutors
would ask for the software, leaving
Apple pinned against the wall as
they are now.
The more the hypothetical software is used, the higher the probability of a hacker getting their
hands on it. Apple claims their main
concern is the safety and privacy of
their users.
Within the customer letter written by Cook, he states, “…ultimately,
we fear that this demand would
undermine the very freedoms and
liberty our government is meant
to protect.”
There is no better time to bring
up the Constitution. However, Apple may have a real business reason
with regard to the issue of privacy.
Once it breaks out that iPhones
are no longer safe, Apple may lose
customers. It all comes down to
weighing out the risks.
Unlocking this phone may keep
our country safe, but it also may be
a new means for the government to
infringe upon our privacy.

Member-nations of OPEC discuss the possibility of crude oil freeze
BY VICKIE SAVVIDES
STAFFWRITER

The ongoing oil crisis over the
past 20 months has forced two major oil-producing countries to strike
a deal that could freeze crude oil
output in the international market.
As of this week, Russia and Saudi
Arabia have called for cooperative
efforts from smaller oil-producing
nations that could eventually stabilize output and bolster the price of
oil within the upcoming months.
With the price of oil on a continuous decline, some of the biggest
member-nations of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries have joined forces with
non-OPEC countries to freeze oil
output at January levels.
In a meeting held in Doha
among representatives of Qatar,
Russia, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela,
the plausibility of the oil freeze was
brought forth.
The major proponent of the plan
was Venezuela’s Energy Minister
Eulogio Del Pino, whose intentions
to recover the Venezuelan economic crisis proved successful in
the agreement.
According to Mohammed Saleh
Al Sada, Qatari minister of energy
and industry, the freeze is “meant
to stabilize the market and to be
beneficial not only to the oil producers and exporters, but also to the
world economy.”
Although the conference did not
solidify any future plans from OPEC,
it did offer a beginning look into an
overextended problem.
In the past, Saudi Arabia has
refrained from making any cuts in
oil output, arguing that the country would be losing its individual
market share.
However, the steps that Saudi
Arabia took with Russia does indicate the prospect of future com-
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The oil agreement reached by Russia and Saudi Arabia is the ﬁrst between an OPEC and non-OPEC country in the last 15 years.
pliance. Saudi Oil Minister Ali AlNaimi expressed that, “The reason
[Saudi Arabia] agreed to a potential
freeze of production is simply because it is the beginning of a process that will be assessed in the next
few months. [The prime ministers
of energy] will decide if [they] need
other steps to stabilize and improve
the market. There’s a fundamental
change of attitude coming about.”
The plan between Russia and
Saudi Arabia is the first agreement
between OPEC and non-OPEC
countries within the last 15 years.
As Al-Naimi pointed out, Qatar,
Russia, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela together “do not want significant
gyrations in prices, production and
supply. [They] want to meet demand with a stable oil price.”
However, before any major
changes can be approved, coopera-

tion from countries such as Iran and
Iraq is necessary.
For these reasons, analysts such
as Ed Morse, Citigroup’s global head
of commodities research, are not too
optimistic on mutual agreement.
Like many others, Morse does
not expect any consensus from all
member-countries of OPEC and
non-members of OPEC.
The main problem of Iran is
twofold. Firstly, the government requires an increase in oil sales due to
the costly battle against ISIS.
Secondly, global officials have
said that with the Iranian nuclear
deal, the country’s economic sanctions, including all oil embargos and
financial restraints, are being lifted.
For this reason, producers want
to return crude oil output to its
higher pre-sanctions levels. Instead
of cutting production, they want to

increase output.
According to Bushan Bahree, an
oil analyst of IHS, this means that
the agreement essentially “throws
the ball in Iran’s court, because
they have said their output is going
to increase.”
Many analysts concur with Iran’s
thought of increasing output instead
of reducing it. Generally, smaller
producing countries are much less
willing to cut output and relinquish
their market share because it might
be difficult to earn back. The dependence on oil is crucial to their
economic standings.
On the other hand, major larger
oil-producing countries such as
Russia are not in as much of a critical situation as is Iran. In January,
Russia outset oil at a rate of 10.88
million barrels each day.
According to Ildar Davletshin,

oil analyst of Russian investment
bank Renaissance Capital, the deal
to freeze production “only means
maintaining the status quo” for the
oil giant. This means that “it doesn’t
cost [Russia] much” to reduce its
production and work toward maintaining a global standard.
If the unwillingness to cap output persists, oil-producing countries may prefer to hold a reduction
rather than a solid freeze.
By maintaining the January levels, the countries can alternately
help ease the pressure on the
markets without making difficult,
permanent decisions.
Saudi Arabia has consistently
kept production at near-record
levels and can very well continue
to do so.
Venezuela and Qatar have already been maintaining steady levels over the years and may also continue stabilization if the freeze is not
universally accepted.
Regardless of the prospects of
the oil freeze, what is also symbolic
of this conference is the fact that
both Saudi Arabia and Russia are
now presenting a united front in the
oil industry.
The effect of the coalition actually created an immediate 7 percent
increase on the New York Mercantile Exchange and may continue to
signify further increase.
As Helima Croft, chief commodities strategist at RBC Capital Markets
explained, for the Russians and the
Saudis, “the two big heavyweights”
to come out and “say they’re going
to freeze production … that’s a real
big change in message.”
Thus far, there is no contractual agreement to verify any of the
propositions discussed in the Doha
conference. Until more countries
step into agreement, there is no definitive answer as to whether an oil
freeze is in the works.
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PR executives lead panel on communication in the workforce
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
William Gonzalez, the chapter
treasurer, said, “PRSSA bridges the
gap between college and the professional working environment.
We offer you access to a variety of
member benefits that will enhance
your education, broaden your professional network and launch your
career. Events like our national and
regional conferences around the
country allow a great opportunity
to network.”
The panel, which was held during club hours on Thursday, Feb.
18, attracted approximately 50 students. “We were so happy to have
such a great turnout, considering
we are a club of 10 members so far.
We were extremely grateful to the
panelists, as well, who took time
out of their busy schedules to come
and speak with us,” commented
Cristina Martin, chapter president.
Peppercomm is an integrated
marketing and public relations
firm with a focus on financial, consumer and business-to-business
industrial services.
Peppercomm prides itself weaving humor into the workplace culture; all employees must undergo
stand-up comedy training.
Peppercomm employs approximately 100 people across its offices in London, New York City and
San Francisco.
Representing
Peppercomm
were account executive Chris
Piedmont and public relations intern Rachael Collins. Piedmont
said that he had previously interned with Peppercomm and was
involved with his alma mater’s
chapter of PRSSA.
“New York City is the center of
the public relations world,” said
Piedmont. He encouraged students
to start looking for internships as
soon as possible.
Interns at Peppercomm, known
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The PRSSA club event oﬀered students insight into the professional world of public relations and use of international communication.
colloquially as “the pepsquad,” are
expected to have previous relevant
internship experience.
He also suggested that prospective employees develop a creative
application to showcase their abilities. Collins, for example, made
an infographic that illustrated
her skill set.
“We don’t take ourselves seriously, but we do take our work very
seriously,” Piedmont said.
Piedmont also stressed the importance of being flexible in the
workplace. “Be resilient,” he asserted. “Change happens quickly and
you have to react to that.”
Campbell Matthews, an account
associate, represented LaunchSquad at the panel. Matthews spent
some time after college working

in politics.
She worked on Mitt Romney’s campaign in 2008 before
setting her sights on the public
relations world.
LaunchSquad’s New York City
headquarters are located around
the corner from Baruch, just off
East 24th Street and Lexington
Avenue.
It employs 115 workers in offices located in Boston, Detroit
and San Francisco. Notable clients
include Facebook, iHeartMedia
and StubHub.
Matthews herself works on four
accounts, which she said is normal for associates at the LaunchSquad, as the firm practices a horizontal structure in which everyone is responsible. “We are on so

many different types of accounts,”
she stated.
She described working with
AHALife, a company that curates luxury items for consumers, to launch AHANoir, its adult
toy branch. She said she enjoys
working with iHeartMedia, as
well, because there are so many
moving parts.
“All we look for is a story,” said
Matthews, on the subject on taking
on clients. “Are we going to expand
your narrative? Are we going to
change your industry and help you
become a thought leader?”
Feintuch Communications is a
boutique strategic relations firm.
It deals with everything from copywriting and collateral materials to
corporate positioning and trade

show marketing. Representing the
firm was the president himself,
Henry Feintuch.
Feintuch, the self-proclaimed
gray hair of the group, was a
past president of the PRSA New
York chapter.
Feintuch’s PRSA chapter sponsors the Baruch PRSSA chapter.
Feintuch is also a judge in the PRSSA Bateman Case Study Competition, an annual competition that
challenges students to develop and
implement a public relations plan
for a specific cause. This year, the
challenge is to increase awareness
about student veterans.
Before working in public relations, Feintuch worked on
the other side of the industry in
broadcast journalism.
He noted that the skill set
from journalism is translatable
to public relations, and that
having a versatile skill set helps
in case there is a downturn in
the economy.
“The truth is, I never set out to
put my name on the door or have
my own firm,” said Feintuch. “Circumstances at my own firm made
it time that I move on…I was tired
of dealing with the ethics of other
business owners. I wasn’t a kid
anymore. So I decided I may not
get it perfectly right, but if not
now, when?”
Feintuch Communications is
eight years young and according to
Feintuch, the firm struggled early
on before stabilizing.
All four agreed that this is a
booming time in the public relations industry. “The pendulum
upswing is greater than that of
any other industry,” said Piedmont, to the agreement of his
fellow panelists.
They also highlighted the importance of being a good writer. “If
you’re smart and you write, you’ll
go far,” said Matthews.

Cameron renegotiates UK membership in the European Union
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

Following two days of talks with
European leaders, U.K. Prime Minister David Cameron proudly announced a renegotiation deal that
would reform the relationship between the European Union and the
United Kingdom.
If one was to believe the proBrexit group—people who support
the British exit from the EU—the
issues that the United Kingdom
deals with stem from the isolation
that the country experiences as a
result of not being a part of the eurozone, a term used to describe the
19 countries that use the euro as
their currency.
The deal announced on Feb.
19 gives the United Kingdom special treatment within the EU. In his
speech, Cameron mentioned reforms that cover the so-called Ever
Closer Union, the welfare system,
involvement with the eurozone and
more power given to the Parliament.
“Ever since we joined, Europe
has been on a path to something
called Ever Closer Union,” Cameron
explained during his Feb. 19 speech.
“It means a political union. We’ve
never liked it; we’ve never wanted
it. And today we’ve permanently
carved Britain out of it, so we can
never be forced into political integration with the rest of Europe.”
Cameron goes even further by
quoting the new treaty, which reportedly states that “references to
Ever Closer Union do not apply to
the United Kingdom.”
In the early days of the European
Economic Community, the Ever
Closer Union might have meant
closer economic integration. But
as the entity turned into the European Union people know today, the
term became a bit more political,
with The Telegraph comparing the

term to the “We the people” at the
beginning of the U.S. Constitution.
Although the EU and the United
Kingdom may disagree on political
issues like the migrant crisis, the
Ever Closer Union may be unappealing to Britons for largely economic reasons as well.
Going back to November 2014,
some may remember the dramatic
headlines when the EU requested
an additional 1.7 billion pounds in
annual membership costs from the
United Kingdom.
Membership costs are calculated based on gross national income, which seems fair. But according to the BBC, the second highest contribution was only a third
of that sum—506 million pounds
paid by the Netherlands—while
countries like France and Germany received refunds worth 801
million pounds and 614 million
pounds, respectively.
Britons felt as if they were
treated unfairly. Cameron refused to pay the full amount by
the deadline dictated by the EU,
while George Osborne called the
request “unacceptable.”
This leads to the next point of the
treaty: ensuring the security of the
U.K.’s economic interests.
“Responsibility for supervising
the financial stability of the U.K. remains in the hands of the Bank of
England, so we continue to keep our
taxpayers and our savers safe,” Cameron announced in his announcement speech. This argument is tied
to another point of the treaty, which
ensures that people are no longer
drawn to the United Kingdom simply to receive benefits.
Migrants can no longer claim the
new unemployment benefit called
the Universal Credit, and those
who have not found work within six
months of arrival may be deported.
Furthermore, migrants will have to
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Cameron’s treaty would further separate the United Kingdom from the European Union without an oﬃical exit from the European Union.
wait four years before receiving full
access to benefits.
The move to block migrant benefits is likely to save millions in taxes
for British citizens. But there is yet
another clause that will save even
more—the promise that taxpayers will not have to bail out countries that are part of the eurozone,
including Greece.
Last year, when Greece was in
dire need of another bailout, the European Commission used 850 million pounds in British contributions
to an EU fund as part of the bailout.
With the current treaty, British taxpayers will no longer have to make
such contributions.
But, of course, it also shows Britain’s resolve in staying away from
the Ever Closer Union and other
countries’ economic woes.
Keeping power within the Bank

of England ensures that the British
economy no longer has to depend
on EU decisions, and the country
may now separate itself from lowperforming economies.
The remaining clauses mentioned in Cameron’s speech ensure
that Britain will never have to start
using the euro, and that countries
outside of the eurozone will never
have to feel disadvantaged because
of their choice.
In fact, countries like the United
Kingdom will now have emergency
safeguards to fall back on if they ever
feel as if certain rules discriminate
against them because they are not
part of the eurozone.
“Britain will never join the euro,
and we’ve secured vital protections
for our economy, and a full say over
the rules of the free trade single market, while remaining outside of the

euro,” Cameron stated in his speech.
“We’ve made sure that the eurozone cannot act as a block to undermine the integrity of the free trade
single market.”
The pro-EU party was quick to
hail the new treaty as the solution
to the U.K.’s problems. While recent
polls show a tight split between the
pro-EU—those who want to keep
the United Kingdom within European Union—and pro-Brexit groups, it
is unclear how the treaty will change
the outcome of a referendum.
“I believe that this [treaty announced on Feb. 19] is enough for
me to recommend that the United
Kingdom remain in the European
Union, having the best of both
worlds,” Cameron emphasized.
With a new EU-U.K. deal announced, the referendum is scheduled for June 23, 2016.
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Arts & Style
Author of To Kill A Mockingbird leaves behind colorful legacy
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

Readers’ views of Harper Lee
are somewhat complex. For some,
she is the author of the book that
their English teacher forced them
to read. For others, she was one
of the most accomplished female
American authors, with two books
that tackled the issues of race and
struggle during the Civil Rights
movement. On Feb. 19—two
months shy of reaching her 90th
birthday—Lee passed away.
“I’ve read To Kill a Mockingbird,
twice,” Reuven Glezer, a freshman
majoring in journalism, said. “Initially I hated it because I was forced
to read it and had to read it a specific way, but upon my own read I
began to appreciate it [in] a greater
context.” Born in Monroeville, Alabama, on April 28, 1926, Lee knew
first-hand what it was like—as a
white woman—to live under the
Jim Crow laws.
She graduated from Monroe
County High School in 1944 and
went on to pursue an English degree at Huntingdon College, later
transferring to the University of
Alabama. There, she tried to pursue
a law degree, though she dropped
out after returning from a semester
abroad at Oxford University. Lee’s
childhood is clearly reflected in the
life of the protagonist of To Kill a
Mockingbird, Jean Louise Finch—
remembered simply as Scout. Both
novels are set in the fictional county of Maycomb, Alabama, which
helped the author convey some of
her impressions from childhood
and adolescence.
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Lee’s ﬁnal book before her death, Go Set A Watchman, would be the recipient of the Goodreads Choice Awards Best Fiction.
Abraam Saroufim, a freshman
majoring in finance, revealed a key
element of To Kill a Mockingbird—
its reflections on growing up.
“When I read the book, I was 15
years old, older than Scout or Jem,
but I went through the same struggles as they did at the time. The
[main] struggle [was] going from
childhood to innocence to a more
adult perspective of the world,” Saroufim said. Because of its setting,
one should not look at the novel as
yet another coming-of-age story.
Scout’s father pushes her to ponder
morality, whether it is through his
request for Scout to stop fighting
with her classmates or facing her
neighbors’ reactions to Atticus defending an African American, Tom
Robinson. And, thanks to her caretaker Calpurnia, she learns to treat
African Americans like her white
neighbors, even if she cannot help
but notice the differences between

them. Through her curious childish
eyes, the reader gets a fresh perspective on the issues of the early1940s Deep South.
“I think [To Kill a Mockingbird]
gives a lot of insight into the racial
discrimination that was [happening]. We know in theory what happened, but a lot of white people
don’t know the examples of what
happened. And this was a great
example of what [people] felt there
and the racial prejudice,” Chaya
Halberstam, a freshman intending
to major in political science, said.
It is also important to understand Atticus Finch’s influence on
the narrative. It is not without reason that Atticus is often labeled
as the gatekeeper of morality. He
defended a man who needed to
be defended, whether in the courtroom or between his jail cell and a
mob. He defends Tom even though
he knew his case was a lost cause

from the start. Atticus was honest
with his children and questioned
their beliefs in an effort to reaffirm
them. Go Set a Watchman was set
over a decade following the events
of To Kill a Mockingbird. Scout,
now a grown-up woman living in
New York City, is visiting her old father. Reactions to the long-awaited
sequel were mixed. Fans were excited to find out what happened
to the Finches. Upon finishing the
book, many were disappointed
with Atticus’ actions for the majority of the novel. “I thought Mockingbird was really good”. Evan Lewis,
a freshman majoring in political
science, said. “The book changed
a lot of opinions on things like race
relations and the death penalty and
gender barriers. She changed a lot
of prejudices over time, which is
significant because she was a woman writer”. In Go Set a Watchman,
it feels as if all of Atticus’ greatest

traits simply evaporated. Somehow
in those 20 years, the man turned
from a paragon of moral living into
a white supremacist who spoke out
against African Americans.
Thus, for the most part, Go Set
a Watchman is a story of rediscovery at a time when the whole world
seems to be shifting. If the first
novel was about Scout living in an
idealized world with more justice
and equality than it actually possessed, the second novel painted
the picture of the same girl—now
a woman—as a newborn kitten in
a world where African Americans
were so much closer to the rights
they deserved.
Go Set a Watchman does not
fail to highlight the underlying issues of society. Views of race were
rapidly shifting as the Civil Rights
Act became more of a reality. For
some, it was a relief. Others were
in shock. Despite growing up under discriminatory laws, Atticus
taught his children the importance
of equality. This is why Lee is hailed
as one of the greatest American
authors; she managed to capture
the shift in racial relationships still
happening in the 21st century.
On Feb. 19, a great female author passed away. While her works
may not have gotten into the hands
of some, those graced by Lee’s literary brilliance can celebrate her life
and accomplishments by re-reading the tale that had such a profound impact on the world. And for
those who have yet to read a Lee
novel, now is just as good a time as
any to learn about the Finches.
Additional reporting by Yelena
Dzhanova.

Artistry takes a backseat to mainstream popularity for Grammy nod
BY JOSUE MERIDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

To Pimp a Butterfly, the third
studio album by Kendrick Lamar
is a modern composition of the
world-renowned sounds of jazz,
soul, boom bap, funk and West
coast hip-hop. It is a critically acclaimed album, which propels major issues in the face of its listeners,
issues ranging from the Black Lives
Matter movement to the struggles
of depression. Lamar’s ability to
place the listener in his shoes
while he and the people around
him go through these trials and
tribulations is masterful.
This album has received multiple accolades, including the No. 1
album of 2015 from over 50 publications such as Rolling Stone, Pitchfork and Billboard. However, while
the album won three Grammys in
2016, including Best Rap Album,
it failed to win the elusive Album
of the Year, an award rarely ever
given to a rap album. This leads
to speculation: how innovative or
culturally significant or even popular does a rap album have to be
to win the award? Lamar’s album
was one of only two rap albums to
have gone platinum in 2015. It featured an eye-opening performance
at the awards about inequality in
society. Lamar still fell short. Was
Taylor Swift’s 1989 more culturally
impactful, more skillfully crafted or
just a more likeable album to the
committee?
Lamar incorporated sounds
spanning decades and sampled
artists ranging from George Clinton and James Brown to frequent
collaborators Terrence Martin
and Anna Wise, who incorporated the sounds of jazz with their
instrumentation and vocals. Lamar also collaborated with producers Pharrell and Snoop Dogg,
two icons highly influential in the

music industry.
“Wesley’s Theory” and “For
Free” set the jazz tone and also
feature Lamar in spoken word; a
musical style all but lost in today’s
music. Its heartfelt messages and
sentiments, however, make his music all the more noteworthy. One
could make the argument that an
album featuring this extensive musical palette has not been present
since Outkast, under the musical
stylings of Andre 3000 and Big Boi,
who were all coincidentally the last
rap artists to receive the Album of
the Year award in 2004.
This year, TPAB was met with
high praise and critical reception.
Metacritic called TPAB the album of
the year with a rating of 96. This was
one of the highest-rated albums of
all time for the website in comparison to Taylor Swift’s 1989, which received a 76. Aside from ratings and
sales, criteria for an award-winning
and all-around memorable album,
its impact seemed to have gone unseen by the committee.
In a year where police brutality
and mass incarceration were topics
of heavy discussion, Lamar dove
into both with his lyricism portraying the voice of a strong minority
not afraid to stand up for its beliefs.
He informs people about the mistreatments and injustices in the
United States.
Compton, California, an area
stricken by poverty, pivotal to rap
music and also Lamar’s home, contributed to his rhyme and reason.
In several tracks including “Mortal
Man,” “u,” “i,” “Complexion” and
“Alright,” Lamar pleads for people to love themselves and to not
gravitate toward lifestyles of crime,
drugs and violence. Lamar writes
so that the voices of Trayvon Martin, Eric Garner and Sandra Bland
are not forgotten.
One fails to see the uplift that a
musician like Lamar can deliver,

giving hope to millions who in today’s society still have the odds
stacked against them.
In today’s music, rap has been
seen as a genre that applauds all of
the negatives in youth and society,
but this cannot be farther from the
truth, as Lamar provides us with
proof. Lamar seems to be a new
voice for rap and a voice of reason
for youth. This deserves more than
just recognition.
Considering rap music does
not sell as profoundly as pop or
other genres, it is remarkable to
see that TPAB sold a combined 1

million hits. After the 2016 Grammys, TPAB sales also increased
over 400 percent, adding on to its
already remarkable numbers. Both
Good Kid, M.A.A.D. City, Lamar’s
first album, and TPAB sales have
exceeded 1 million and have received high praise. But both were
ultimately shy of winning their
highest nominations.
In 2013, Macklemore was
awarded the Rap Album of the Year
award to the shock of many fans
who considered Lamar’s earlier
work an instant classic. Is Lamar’s
music too radical for the academy

and is the voice of a leader in a new
era of determined minorities one
to be overlooked? From both an artistic and statistical standpoint, it is
hard to see the fault in the timeless
work that is TPAB.
Swift’s abilities and accomplishments are not to be ignored
as she also had a remarkable year
as a musician. But the impact that
TPAB had on society is too much
to be ignored. Hopefully Lamar’s
next album—one that is sure to be
great—can break all barriers and
receive the proper recognition and
praise that it so rightfully deserves.
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“Alright,” which would serve as Lamar’s leading single on TPAB, would take home two Grammy’s at this year’s show.
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Future plateaus with mediocre Evol release, his second of 2016
BY EDWIN MOREL
NEWS EDITIOR

For music enthusiasts, 2016 is
boundless in expectation and anticipated projects, especially for
the growing community of trap
and hip-hop artists. Once an afterthought for his style, Future released his second project of 2016,
EVOL, a couple of weeks after the
release of his mixtape Purple Reign.
The work is relatively average, with
nothing to be excited about, but far
from underwhelming. It sounds
like it is a chapter of Future’s whole
project, being that it is the seventh one he has released in the
last year.The rhythm and lyrics in
EVOL are similar to Future’s other
works: he ruthlessly mumbles
about loyalty to his homies, distrust in women, and the overload
of vices and pleasures he enjoys
with money. Future has been able
to consistently sustain this image,
though it becomes repetitive in his
music, especially later into the album EVOL.
The album opens with “Ain’t
No Time”: consistent in melodies,
flagrant and flashy lyrics, and an
episode of Future’s grunts and softvoice statements. Southside is able
to replicate this production style
with “In Her Mouth.” Future levels up in savagery with the second
track “In Her Mouth.” It is an exciting track,unexpectedly flagrant and
reckless. Listeners cannot help but
think about Future making catchy
phrases about receiving aggressive
fellatios from his probation officer.
It is the kind of outlandish content that makes his flow so exquisite. The lyrics match a routine offensiveness in all of Future’s works,
shaping his story of self-proclaimed
money and experiences when tripping on promethazine. He possesses the talent of entertaining
his fans while being extremely

flagrant and catchy. Like Migos,
he uses offensive catch phrases to
explain how foreign sobriety is to
his lifestyle and the routines of a
savage trapper’s lifestyle. It is acceptable because the production
is well done, leaving margin for the
artist to rampage on scenarios that
would otherwise be looked down
upon, such as salty expressions of
stripping women to their physical
appearance.
“I get loaded to the ceiling/
gotta roll me some bud/ I’mma
dab inside that backwood/ I don’t
play with my nose, got some oxycont, some roxy/ ‘bout to play with
these hoes.” Metro Boomin makes
lyrics like the one from “Xanny
Family” acceptable in Future’s
music because the production is
overwhelmingly good whenever he
contributes. With a heavy gothicrap input on the overall track, Metro Boomin has a way to energize
tracks with sudden smashes that
disrupt the rhythm in a gracious
and dabful manner.
Tracks four through six are the
club bangers of the album. “Xanny
Family” and “Photo Copied” are a
lot more up-tempo, but the consistency in flagrancy is why Future
makes the songs enticing, and not
just Metro Boomin’s production.
Many consider Future to be a
heavyweight force in the hip-hop
industry right now. While in the
spotlight, Future should consider
other ways to market his art. It is
okay to be caught up in the fortress of women and spree of drugs
available due to the success of this
artistry, but too much can also take
the spotlight away from Future.
By continuing to release albums
at the convenience of listeners, he
is wasting time to put together a
better overall album. Instead, listeners get the same product until
something new poises the trap industry.
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Ars Thanea, a Polish advertising and production house based in Warsaw, provided the album artwork for EVOL.
Future’s last studio album, DS2,
is his best album to date. eighteentracks of trap-hood politics and
vile content about everything you
could imagine, Future tells his story
of a fortress of drugs and strippers
by being brutally honest and extra
derogatory. The album got Future
a lot of attention from the general
listener because the palettes of instrumentals and lyrics were bumpworthy throughout. Listening to the
album, listeners can picture Future
donning some Gucci flip-flops, in
a room full of foreign models and
thugs with Percocet on the table
and blunts in rotation.
EVOL sounds like the leftover
drugs from the DS2 trip. The album
starts off really good with up-tempo

Metro Boomin’ and Southside collaborations making for dark-goth
rap infused with grunting and explicit content from Future. By track
8, the hype surrounding the early
tracks eventually runs out. “Lie to
Me” is weak, both in production
and what Future brings to the table.
The thought behind his lyrics are
out of the ordinary.
Future calls out a bunch of
women who look out for him,
almost as if he wants to get acknowledgement from a lover not
named in his song. “Program” is
another track, meaningless to the
album. Listeners heckle the fact
that Future points out EVOL is
love backwards.
Whether EVOL garners more

hype because of Future’s growing
brand, the album was average. The
flows were effortless, much like the
cover art, which is bland and a ripoff from the What a Time to Be Alive
concept, which had a small bundle
of tightly-produced hits.
Future needs to take his time for
his next studio work, and put out a
banger to follow up What A Time to
Be Alive and DS2. His image does
not hinge on a platinum record,
given that EVOL was solid, but Future should invest more thought
into his messages in his verses,
and have his DJ, Esco, and MetroBoomin to handle all production.
Perhaps more collaboration tracks
will allow Future to keep his verses
shorter and flagrant as ever.

Love is tested as Nina Hoss gives the best performance of her career
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR

Nelly Lenz is a shadow of who
she was before the war.
As the black car gets pulled over
by American border control between Switzerland and Germany,
Nelly’s face is hidden underneath
layers of bandages as she tries
to avoid the piercing gaze of the
American officer.
“Show me your face now!,” the
officer orders as Nelly breaks down
and huddles closer to her car doors.
She ultimately gives in and takes off
her bandages, her face so disfigured that the American soldier lets
her through in a calm, quiet tone.
The concepts of death, rebirth
and recovery are an overarching
theme in Phoenix, a German film
directed and co-written by Christian Petzold. According to Cinema
Scope, the film is loosely based
on Hubert Monteilhet’s, Le retour
des cendres.
Nelly is portrayed by Nina Hoss,
a skilled German actress known for
portraying complex female characters in post-World War II Germany.
Besides the 2012 film Barbara,
Hoss starred in the film adaptation
of A Woman in Berlin.
Unlike in Phoenix, A Woman in
Berlin tells the story of an anonymous woman who lived in the Russian-occupied Berlin in 1945. With
her Nazi husband nowhere to be
found, the main character takes on
high-ranking Russian soldiers as
her lovers, in hope that their reputation will shield her from getting
raped. Here, the audience witnesses Hoss’ moral battle as she had to
choose between staying loyal to her
husband and saving herself from
being yet another victim of rape.
Nelly was among the few survivors of Auschwitz, the German
concentration camp located in
Nazi-occupied Poland. Lene, her

friend and caretaker, takes her to
a German clinic where a doctor
would perform a facial reconstruction surgery based on Nelly’s prewar photographs, but the results
are not as precise as the woman
would like. When she sees her expression in a shard of glass by the
ruins of her old apartment, she
nearly breaks down.
Hoss’ performance in the film is
stunning. From her walk and posture to her tone, she perfectly embodies the feelings of fear, isolation
and inability to go back to the “normal” of post-World War II Germany. Nelly’s new face is beautifully
haunting, but her facial expression
and eyes do not shake off the aura
of fear until the last scene.
While the Germans are trying
to find balance between rebuilding their country and accepting
defeat, Holocaust victims like Nelly
have to rediscover their place in the
post-war world.
For Nelly, this was a long journey. While her reconstructive surgery did not strip her of her beauty,
it made her feel as if she were living
in a foreign skin, and she no longer
knew who she was, exclaiming, “I
no longer exist.”
There is also the issue of belonging. Throughout the film, Nelly denies being Jewish, though her roots
were the reason why she landed in
a Concentration Camp in the first
place. She did not feel connected
to her heritage, which is why she
rejected the idea of moving to Palestine with other European Jews
when Lene proposed the idea.
Though she expressed the will
to continue living in Berlin, she
also had to face the reality that the
city no longer existed as she knew
it. As the German victory turned
to defeat on all fronts, German cities like Berlin were bombed to the
ground and rubble piled up high
on the streets. Her old apartment

no longer existed, as did the homes
of many others.
At one point in the film, Nelly
claims that it was the idea of seeing her husband Johnny again that
got her through each day in Auschwitz. When she first saw him at
the Phoenix—a club in the American quarter of Berlin—he no longer
recognized her with her new face.
Even when he finally pulled her
away from the crowds of the club, it
was only so that he could propose
a scam to take Nelly’s inheritance,
thinking that she died in the concentration camp. Without revealing
her identity, she agreed.
Thus, an interesting relationship was born. When Nelly revealed her qualities one by one as
a subtle way to inform her husband
that she was, in fact, Nelly, he only
continued to find flaws in her actions, even when she was perfectly

able to mimic Nelly’s handwriting
and behavior.
Nelly also has to cope with the
idea that her beloved husband gave
her away to the SS, who put her in
the Concentration Camp.
Early in the film, Lene discovers
that Johnny divorced Nelly shortly
before she landed in a concentration camp. Two days before the SS
captured her, Johnny was captured
and interrogated, but they released
him the same day that Nelly was
captured. Whether he gave away
her hideout during an interrogation or accidentally led the Nazis to
her remains a mystery, as Johnny
never told her what happened.
Nelly’s true identity remains a
secret until the very end of the film,
when she asks her husband to see
a duet. Stunned by her voice and
noticing the infamous tattoo on
her arm, he finally realized that his

wife was with him all along, and he
is stunned into silence.
The scene artfully portrayed
the Holocaust’s influence on its
victims. Her husband repeatedly
stated that her friends would want
to see the pre-war Nelly in “a red
dress and shoes from Paris,” but
she was clearly no longer the same
person even when she sang in what
one could label as a costume.Overall, the film is a unique viewing
experience. Whether it is the music or the overall atmosphere, it is
hard to shake off the chill that runs
down the viewers’ back throughout the film. While going through
Auschwitz destroyed her as a person, Johnny’s attempt to recreate
the pre-war Nelly gave her a sense
of self that she needed, even if it
was not in the form of the same
woman that her husband tried
to recreate.
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Filmmaker Petzold tells a dark and cryptic story as Zehrfeld and Hoss play anarchistic couple in the 1940s.
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Exit Stage Left presents a haunting portrayal of religious cults
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
As she grows closer to him,
she uncovers some of his foul and
morally repugnant secrets, such
as holding a girl named Jennifer
against her will and using her as
a sex slave. The Messenger eventually impregnates her, murders
outsiders who disapprove of the
group and lobotomize cult members who disagreed with him,
rendering them zombie-like—he
fate of Brother Michael, played by
Ezekiel Jiles.
As The Messenger’s delusions
grow stronger and his health poorer, the Elders who are depending on inheriting Wright’s fortune
from his written will, realize that
keeping everything in order in the
cult until Wright’s passing is now
more important than ever.
So when Eve makes horrifying
discoveries about Wright, his treatment of other cult members and
his mental disorder, the decision
is made to silence her for good.
Thus, the play ends abruptly with
Eve’s lobotomy.
The portrayal of an actual
functioning cult through this production was quite momentous.
Not only is the backstory of The
Sacred Nine similar to cults that
have existed throughout history,
but its psychological aspects,
which include brainwashing and
groupthink, among several others,
were used effectively throughout
the play.
By far the most compelling part
about The Madness of Solomon
Wright was Boccio’s portrayal of
The Messenger. His performance
was in fact so convincing, that it
left audiences questioning whether
or not Boccio himself might have
some history with mental illness.
The randomly dispersed black
makeup and aging techniques used
added to the discomfort audiences

experienced every time Boccio
took the stage.
His effective use of incoherent
muttering and unnerving physical
movements whenever The Messenger communicated with The Nine
during his infamously disturbing
“meditation sessions” also added
to the discomfort.
“Honestly, costume and makeup helped tremendously … as well
as seeing … and hearing myself as
an older man.” Boccio continued,
“Most schizophrenic people, they
take medication and actively try
their best not to listen to the voices
in their head … The Messenger allows himself to be taken over by his
hallucinations, because he believes
them to be divine… That’s why he
started this cult in the first place;
that’s why he justifies raping Jennifer or killing those outsiders.”
In addition to simply portraying someone with a psychological
illness, Boccio’s role as The Messenger also required him to carry
out rather villainous acts in a convincing manner. In order to do this,
Boccio had to mentally convince
himself that he really was in fact
a villain.
“During the scene where the
outsiders got hung, I really tried
to imagine that I saw those wispy
green and black souls pour out of
their mouths. I really tried to think
as I was talking, about what these
voices would say to me to justify
their murder. What a malicious
paranoid voice would have to say to
convince me that I had to kill these
people, and how The Messenger
would come to the point where he
believed that he did the right thing,”
he said.
Although Boccio took on the
most commanding role, he shared
the stage with other talents whose
portrayals of cult members were
just as convincing as that of their
leader. Groushevaia and Khayu-

tovsky, two actors who mastered
the art of channeling their inner
Stanislavski, both delivered powerful and persuasive performances
as cult Elders.
Groushevaia, a veteran of several other productions outside of
Exit Stage Left, perfected her role
through the use of method acting.
“It’s about building a cognitive
and emotional connection with
your role. You really need to read
into your character and show truth
beyond the script. I had to understand who I am, why I do certain
things and to make it even harder,
believe in it. I had to breathe life
into fiction and make it nonfiction
for the audience, so I can introduce
them to a new world of the play,”
she said.
Elder Shultz’s character—contrasting Valentin—however misguided, at some points during
the play tried to right the wrongs
that The Messenger had committed. Groushevaia commented,
“My character was motherly—I
couldn’t give up on all the others even though I had malicious
intent all along. I’m being torn
apart. And while I prepared for my
role, I had to constantly remember that I am not one scene or
one emotion, that as a character I
am whole.”
The leading female role, DiPalma as Sister Eve, was delivered
with emphasis on the dramatic element of theater, though perhaps at
times a bit overemphasized. However, DiPalma delivered her performance with harrowing resonance,
especially with her ear-piercing
shrieks at the prospect of being lobotomized.
Complementing the cogent acting, the plot of the drama was simply well written. Boccio did not miss
a beat when it came to keeping the
audience engaged and invested in
the events as they unfolded within

the play. It became clear by the end
that the writer was inspired when
he drafted the story and took pride
in the small details: from the small
stage directions to the backstory of
the cult.
Boccio commented, “I was trying to write a scary one-act … and I
thought cults were scary. And I had
just watched the movie Foxcatcher
about John DuPont … [who] was a
multi-millionaire who had schizophrenia. He added, “The thing
was, this man was legitimately
insane. He would send wrestlers
into the air ducts of his house to
look for ghosts, then he would talk
to imaginary Disney characters
during meetings with U.S. wrestlers. But everybody put up with
his craziness because he had a lot
of money.”
“This play is an amplified version of this in a cult setting. An
amplified version of what happens when you allow madness into
power, and let someone so clearly
not in control of themselves have
the ability to do what they like so
you exploit them—and the consequences of allowing this madness
into power,” he added.
Boccio’s vision played out well
on stage with the help of excellent casting, effective costumes,
a simple yet serviceable set and
perfected lighting techniques. The
corruption of the innocent and the
exploitation of power were themes
that stayed consistent throughout
the production and worked simultaneously toward creating a meaningful resolution by the end. Although the closing curtain seemed
abrupt, Boccio was able to make his
play’s message powerfully resonant
for audiences.
Believe it or not, The Madness
of Solomon Wright is the first play
Boccio has ever written for Exit
Stage Left. Previously, the company
only put on productions written by

its president, Benjamin Long, such
as Macbeth, Cut and Toy Soldiers.
Long, who served as stage manager for this production, was happy
to hand the stage over to a fellow
actor and writer. “I’ve wanted to
have someone else write and direct plays for Exit Stage Left since
Macbeth. I really want to have everyone immerse themselves within
the various roles that come with a
theatre company, so I always encourage people to submit plays and
volunteer to direct, as well. Having
Brian Boggio as the co-director for
this play was important too because it allowed both him and Matt
to express themselves as their own
directorial team whilst, as a company, our pool of directors and writers
increases,” he said. “And long may
that continue.”
As the curtains closed and the
show came to an end, the cast was
left feeling satisfied with the production. Boccio was able to see his
vision come alive and audiences
were able to become immersed in a
cult, much like ones that have been
written about in history books, in
what was without a doubt one of
the most impressive student productions that the worn, rickety
planks lining the stage of Bernie
West Theatre has ever supported.
By the end, Boccio was elated
with his cast’s performances and
content in knowing that his story
had been told. “It was great seeing Solomon Wright come to life.
I felt awesome after our first run
through, because it gave me a
chance to finally see, on stage in
front of me, the story that I meant
to tell everyone.”
He added, “And I learned to
flesh out that conflict of ‘Do we go
by the letter of the religious law and
obey God, right or wrong, or do we
hold God to a higher standard and
disobey him if what he wants goes
against your moral compass?’”
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Science & Technology
Gravitational waves from black holes prove theory of relativity
BY REBECCA SIMON
COPY EDITOR

Exactly 101 years ago, Albert
Einstein published his general theory of relativity, thus changing the
world of physics forever. Last week,
scientists finally proved this theory
to be true.
In 1905, Einstein discovered that
the laws of physics hold true for all
non-accelerating observers, while
the speed of light in a vacuum is
independent from the motion of
all outside observers. This was the
theory of special relativity, leading
to Einstein’s realization that space
and time were meshed together in
a single continuum called spacetime. This mesh of space-time
allows an event that occurs at a
certain time for one observer to occur at a different time for another
observer. In 1915, after 10 years of
working acceleration into the theory, Einstein published his general
theory of relativity.
According to Einstein’s general
theory of relativity, massive objects
or events, such as the collision of
black holes, cause a distortion in
the space-time continuum and is
subsequently felt as gravity.
On Sep. 14, 2015, at approximately 5:51 a.m., the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory, whose instruments are located in Louisiana and Washington
states, detected gravitational waves
resulting from the collision of two
black holes 1.3 billion years ago.
Gabriela Gonzalez, a spokeswoman for LIGO, stated, “We are
all over the moon and back. Einstein would be very happy, I think.”

This revelation not only proves
Einstein’s theory to be true, but
also opens up the possibility for
observing major events, such as
black hole collisions, by using the
gravitational method. Black holes
lack light, thus making them impossible to observe using standard
methods and telescopes. By proving the existence of gravitational
waves resulting in the collision of
black holes, scientists have now
discovered a new method to detect
such phenomena.
However, according to researchers at both the University of Cambridge and Queen Mary University
of London, Einstein’s theory would
not hold true in a universe which
contained 5D black holes. These
scientists demonstrated how Einstein’s theory would not be applicable to such black holes existing
in 5D universes using the COSMOS supercomputer to create a
virtual simulation.
Although 5D black holes were
theorized back in 2002, the application of Einstein’s theory to such
phenomena was not done until
recently, nor were their dynamics successfully simulated using
supercomputers.
Using COSMOS, the team of scientists was able to determine that
singularities, or points where gravity is so strong that physics breaks
down, may exist outside of black
holes in increased dimensional
universes, whereas it was previously thought that these points
only existed within black holes
themselves, i.e. cosmic censorship.
If singularities exist beyond
the center of black holes, Ein-
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LIGO detected gravitational waves coming from black holes 1.3 billion years ago, proving Einstein’s Theory of Relativity.
stein’s gravitational theory would
no longer be applicable to the
modern universe.
Sara Tunyasuvunakool, coauthor of the study released using COSMOS, said, “The better we
get at simulating Einstein’s theory
of gravity in higher dimensions,
the easier it will be for us to help
with advancing new computational techniques—we’re pushing the limits of what you can do
on a computer when it comes to
Einstein’s theory. But if cosmic
censorship doesn’t hold in higher
dimensions, then maybe we need
to look at what’s so special about
a four-dimensional universe that

means it does hold.”
Currently, Einstein’s general
theory of relativity is used to explain the present universe, which
is generally thought of being composed of three dimensions plus
time as the fourth.
However, theoretical physicists
have estimated that there could be
as many as 11 dimensions within
the universe, as demonstrated using the Large Hadron Collider.
If scientists can prove Einstein’s
theory to be inapplicable to as
little as five dimensions, then other theories would have to be developed in order to account for
additional dimensions.

“[I]f general relativity breaks
down, it would throw everything
upside down, because it would
no longer have any predictive
power—it could no longer be considered as a standalone theory
to explain the universe,” added
Tunyasuvunakool.
Although the detection of gravitational waves by LIGO is of great
significance within the scientific
community, Einstein’s general
theory of relativity may eventually be disproven as more dimensions of the universe are demonstrated by the Large Hadron Collider and able to be simulated by
supercomputers.

Sci-Hub, the Pirate Bay for research, relocates after Elsevier lawsuit
BY JOSEPH ESPOSITO
BUSINESS EDITOR

Access to academic research
papers is a growing problem across
the world, a problem which Alexandra Elbakyan has tried to solve.
The Kazakhstan-native and Russiabased ex-neuroscientist started the
website Sci-Hub in 2011 as a way to
provide pirated academic papers
to scholars for free. Ideally, each
paper would be accessible to those
who needed them.
Last October, a New York district court judge ruled that online
services like Sci-Hub violated U.S.
copyright law. Other sites, like the
Library Genesis—also known as
LibGen—and BookFi, were also
deemed unlawful.
The court ruled in favor of the
academic publisher Elsevier, which
filed a complaint last June against
operating sites that are used to unlawfully access papers without paying the publisher. The complaint
was filed by Elsevier ahead of the
Elsevier v. Sci-Hub case, which
Elsevier is expected to win as it
is unlikely that anyone will travel
to the United States in order to
defend Sci-Hub.
Sci-Hub uses two steps to bypass journal paywalls. If someone searches for a paper, Sci-Hub
first tries to download the full paper from the LibGen database of
over 48 million pirated academic
papers.
If the requested paper is not
available on LibGen, Sci-Hub
will directly bypass the paywall
by using access keys and passwords provided by scholars with
paid subscription access to a
particular database.
After the paper is delivered to
the user, Sci-Hub sends a copy of
the paper to LibGen where it can
be accessed from then on.
People looking for academic pa-
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Elbakyan, pictured above, created Sci-Hub in 2011, as a way to provide academic papers to scholars for free.
pers can also use Sci-Hub without
even visiting Sci-Hub’s website. If
someone wants to bypass a journal
paywall, they can simply paste SciHub’s URL into the address bar of
a subscription-based journal after
the “.com,” bypassing the paywall
and taking the user directly to the
PDF of the study.
Following the injunction by the
New York district court, Sci-Hub’s
web domain, along with other
similar sites, became inaccessible
in the United States. This has not
stopped Sci-Hub or other similar
websites, which are now accessible
in the United States through new
domain names.
Sci-Hub had roughly 80,000
visitors per day before its original
domain was blocked in the United
States, according to Elbakyan. That

number dropped down to 30,000
per day after the injunction. SciHub’s new domain is currently administered by a U.K.-based Internet company.
Eli Dourado, a researcher of
Internet governance at George
Mason University, believes that
it is only a matter of time before
the new domain is suspended as
well. In an interview with Nature,
an academic journal source, Dourado said that Sci-Hub can alternatively use an anonymous Tor
network domain.
“I could see the site staying up
quite a long time through the use of
Tor,” Dourado said.
Elbakyan does not believe that
reviving the site under a new domain name violates the New York
court ruling since Sci-Hub is not

based in the United States. She
is wrong.
As it turns out, simply serving
the material to U.S. citizens violates
U.S. copyright law.
Sci-Hub’s goal is to “remove
all barriers in the way of science.”
The site further claims that it is
“the first website in the world to
provide mass and public access to
research papers.”
Elbakyan claims the number of
papers downloaded through SciHub has hit hundreds of thousands
per day, reaching a total of 19 million users. The issue of making academic journals available for free is
an increasingly important topic as
many large universities become
unable to handle the cost of making access to journals available
to students.

Three years ago, Harvard Library officially requested that its
teaching and research staff make
research available to students for
free. The library spent roughly $3.5
million every year to pay large journal publishers for student access.
Over 15,000 researchers have
signed a petition to boycott Elsevier, claiming that the publisher
is blocking the “free exchange
of information.”
Before the ruling on the Elsevier complaint, the Association of
American Publishers released a
statement that said, “Sci-Hub’s and
LibGen’s scheme to reproduce and
distribute copyrighted works poses
a significant threat to book and
journal publishing and to authors
and scholarly societies reliant on
the royalties derived from sales and
subscription income.”
The AAP argues that many academic publishers, including Elsevier, provide schools in many developing countries free or cheap
access to academic papers.
Sci-Hub’s method of making
academic papers available for free
is similar to sites that distribute
pirated music, according to Toby
Butterfield, a lawyer at Frankfurt
Kurnit Klein & Selz.
“Scientific publishers are finding themselves in the same spot
that record companies faced a
few years ago,” Butterfield says. “It
was only when iTunes and other
services made it swift, easy and
cheap to buy individual songs that
people began turning away from
infringement to get their music. So
publishers, like record companies
before them, have little choice but
to get redress from blatant infringers in whatever ways the courts
will allow.”
Tom Allen, president of the AAP,
has said that it will use all legal
means necessary to block access to
illegally obtained papers.
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David Gruber’s new invention aids fragile sample collection
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
“One of my videos showed my
use of rigid robotic devices to collect delicate biological samples—
and it was doing a clumsy job at it,”
Gruber recalled. “Prof. Rob Wood
was in the audience—he is also
an Emerging Explorer at National
Geographic—and little did I know
that he is a rock-star in the delicate
robotics world.”
Robert J. Wood is a Charles River
Professor of Engineering and Applied Studies in the Harvard John
A. Paulson School of Engineering
and Applied Studies. He is also
one of the 14 founding core faculty
members of the Wyss Institute for
Biologically Inspired Engineering
at Harvard University, which, according to its website, works to develop “bioinspired materials” and
technology that would transform
the field of medicine and lead to
increased sustainability.
According to the Wyss Institute’s
website, Wood currently leads a
team of more than 40 researchers
in an effort to create robotic bees
that could autonomously perform
tasks including search and rescue
missions, environment exploration
and pollination. With previous experience in the field, the gears in
Wood’s brain began working and
he approached Gruber soon after
his presentation ended.
“Rob approached me afterward
and peppered me with a series of
questions about my rigid underwater robotic arms,” Gruber recalled. “He then asked me if I ever
thought of using soft or ‘squishy’
robotics. I told him I had not heard
of any marine biologists using this
technology underwater. And this
is how our fruitful collaboration
began.”
The collaboration between
Gruber, Wood, Kevin Galloway,
Ph.D. and Kaitlyn Becker was par-
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Kevin Galloway (left) is seen attaching the squishy robot ﬁngers to a Baruch College submersive, DeepReef-ROV, during a National Geographic-funded expedition to the Gulf
of Eliat on the northern Red Sea. The squishy robot ﬁngers undergo their ﬁrst trial (right)—retrieving a sample of a soft carnation coral from the ocean ﬂoor.
tially supported by the National
Geographic Innovation Challenge Grant, which is awarded
to collaborations between two
or more National Geographic
Society Explorers.
Because of the nature of the
job—the researchers did not have
any specifications on hand that
could aid their research—it took
50 prototypes before the team got
to the right one. Each prototype
would be tested by dropping vegetables tied to a grate into a water
tank and using the prototypes to
see if they could pick up the vegetables without damaging them in
the process. Thus, the squishy robot
fingers were born. The team would
later begin working on full squishy
robot arms.
According to a National Geographic interview with Wood, the
robot fingers are made of a composite consisting of silicone rubber, fiberglass and Kevlar fibers.
In order to close the robot’s fingers, the scientists pressurize them
with seawater.

In May 2015, the team was ready
to test the squishy robot fingers
at the Gulf of Eliat located in the
northern Red Sea. The area is recognized as one of the most diverse
marine environments found on the
planet, with thousands of species of
fish and corals, and thus the perfect
area to test the device.
Unsurprisingly, the tests proved
successful, and Gruber described
the experience as “eye-opening.”
“As soon as I saw the squishy
robot fingers working underwater,
I could see the magnificent potential they hold,” Gruber elaborated.
“This was only the first test and they
performed swimmingly.”
According to the National Geographic interview with Wood, the
robotic arms have worked flawlessly at 150 meters below sea level,
though they were tested as far as
800 meters below.
Because of their low costs—Gruber claims that materials cost just
a few dollars—squishy robot fingers
are an easily accessible invention
that can aid researchers who work

Pattern found between love and alcohol
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
STAFF WRITER

A new study found that adolescents were more likely to consume
alcohol than smoke tobacco when
seeking a romantic relationship.
Published in the International
Journal of Adolescence and Youth,
the study asked 1,110 10th-grade
students in Los Angeles whether
they had consumed alcohol or
smoked cigarettes in the past 30
days. If their answer was positive,
the researchers followed up by asking how many times they had drank
or smoked during that period.
Then the researchers asked the
students to create a romantic “network” by having them choose five
other students in the grade with
whom they would enjoy being
romantically involved. These networks would determine who in the
grade was seen as most romantically desirable, with their methods
and amount of substance abuse
revealing how much their reported
substance abuse influences their
romantic desirability.
Finally, the researchers took
all of the students’ background
information into account, including ethnicity, age, sex, academic
achievement, qualification for
reduced price school lunch and
parent and sibling alcohol and
tobacco consumption.
The researchers discovered that
students who were seen as “popular” and were chosen by more
students to be in their romantic
networks were less likely to have
smoked in the last 30 days but more
likely to have drank alcohol.
“[A]dolescents who are the
most romantically desired are
more likely to drink…because they
frequent social gatherings which
increase alcohol availability or because being ‘romantically desired’/
popular provides them a social sta-
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on limited budgets. The squishy robot fingers can also be used in other
fields, such as medicine and archeology, where gentleness can be of
utmost importance.
More importantly, the researchers can now explore possibilities that were previously deemed
unavailable simply because the
right robotic grippers were not
yet invented.
One such area is the Red Sea.
Because of its vastness and rich
environment, its deeper parts are
still largely unexplored. With the
creation of the squishy robot fingers, there is a much higher chance
that researchers will be able to
visit these areas and collect fragile specimen—such as the aforementioned
anemone—without
fear that it would be destroyed in
the process.
“Some of the deep-sea corals
are incredibly fragile, so it is like
working in an elaborate porcelain
jungle,” Gruber explained. “The
growth rates of some animals in
the deep are wildly slow; a small

Study finds Americans do
not know the presidents
BY YING LI
STAFF WRITER
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According to the study, popular students are less likely to smoke in the last 30 days.
tus that encourages drinking,” the
study claimed.
Meanwhile, students seeking
romantic relationships were less
likely to smoke tobacco.
“[S]moking causes social isolation; hence, adolescents who
aspire to develop intimate relations are more likely to abstain
from smoking,” the study states.
“[A]dolescents seeking to be sociable and romantically desired
are less likely to report smoking
because it could result in being
socially undesirable.”
Studies about adolescent relationships are coming to prominence as researchers begin to see
these relationships less as a fleeting
distraction, and more as an important part of teenage development.
Teenagers are shown to spend
more time with romantic partners
than family or peers. By the 10th
grade, these interactions take precedence over other interpersonal
bonds, and grow to influence the
teenager’s development. By understanding the inner workings of adolescent romance, researchers can
better understand how teens develop, and in this study’s case, how
that influences substance abuse.
Being unique in its methods, the

study “has significant implications
for future research and prevention
efforts: first, even though other
network types (such as friendship
networks) may impact substance
use behaviour, romantic relations/
aspirations are different and might
have a stronger impact on adolescents’ substance use initiation due
to the intensity of the relationship
and the desire to please or be acceptable to the other person.”
Family relationships play a large
part in determining a teenager’s alcohol or tobacco consumption. According to the study, students with
siblings who smoked were four
times more likely to report smoking themselves, and the correlation
between a family’s drinking habits
and their student’s was also high.
As more studies on the subject
are conducted, the way a teenager’s familial relationships, friendships and romantic relationships
influence their substance abuse
choices, as well as their choices at
large, will hopefully reveal a more
holistic method in determining a
healthier lifestyle for all teens. This
lifestyle would work to combat the
economic, social and financial
problems that issues like alcohol
dependency bring.

coral we encounter may actually be
hundreds of years old. We know so
little about the biology of deep-sea
animals and it is important to be as
elegant as possible as we learn their
biological secrets.”
When Gruber is not discovering new biofluorescent species or
creating new technology to aid research, he teaches science courses
at Baruch College.
“I chose Baruch College because of its incredibly diverse and
motivated student body,” Gruber admitted. “It is also an alluring challenge [to] help build up
a Natural Science department at
[a] college in the epicenter of NYC
with a strong business school.
There are many connections to
explore at the elegant intersection of science or innovation
and sustainability.”
After returning from teaching in Cuba, Gruber teaches the
Macaulay Honors Seminar, Science and Technology in New York
City, Environmental Science and
Microbial Ecology.

Which president is on the $10
bill? Most people would immediately answer Alexander Hamilton
without even realizing that Alexander Hamilton was not a president.
Researchers from Washington
University in St. Louis concluded
that most Americans are confident
that Alexander Hamilton was a
president of the United States.
In 2014, Henry L. Roediger, III,
Ph.D., published his study in the
Science journal, stating that U.S.
residents excel in naming the first
and last few presidents in order.
However, only 20 percent of Americans are able to recall more than
the most recent eight or nine presidents. Roediger conducted the
study over the course of 40 years,
discovering that most Americans
can only recall about half of the
presidents in order.
Roediger and his co-author K.
Andrew DeSoto, a former psychology graduate student at Washington University in St. Louis, revised
the current study. The study was
administered to 326 people via
Mechanical Turk, an interactive
online service operated by Amazon. The participants were given
a list of names that contained
presidents and other key historical
figures. The list of other historical
figures included Hamilton, Benjamin Franklin and common names
such as Thomas Moore. With each
name, the participants ranked
their level of certainty on whether
each person was president on a
scale of zero to 100, with 100 being
most certain.
Overall, the rate of recognition
of past presidents was 88 percent.
Some presidents were more recognized than others, while Chester

Arthur and Franklin Pierce were
only recognized 60 percent of the
time. The more surprising results,
however, were of non-presidents.
Hamilton was identified with an
84 percent confidence rate, higher
than several actual past presidents. Other dominant historical figures who were identified as
presidents were Franklin, Hubert
Humphrey and John Calhoun.
Another surprise to the researchers was the name Thomas
Moore. Thomas Moore, while
the name of several people who
served in the U.S. House of Representatives, was the name of no
well-known historical figure.
Roediger believes that the
names identified falsely as past
presidents were identified as such
because people remember their
key roles in history, but do not remember the reason why they are
so significant. If the subject is in
the list of past presidents, people
might mistake names that are related to major events in the history
of the United States. In sum, both
name and context play an important role in placing people under a
certain category.
Roediger and DeSoto recognized a pattern in the results that
were collected—the recognition of
presidents was consistent.
“No matter how we test it—in
the same experiment, with different people, across generations,
in the laboratory, with online
studies, with different types of
tests—there are clear patterns in
how the presidents are remembered and how they are forgotten,”
DeSoto said.
The study opens new questions
as to what makes a person forget
significant historical figures and
how many years it takes for these
figures to be forgotten.
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Sports
Cardinals hand Bearcats first postseason lost in nine seasons
BY PAUL JOH
SPORTS EDITOR

Feb. 19, 2016 marked the end
of an era for the Baruch College
women’s basketball program. After playing in a league of its own
for the majority of the past decade, the eight-time defending
CUNYAC-champion Bearcats were
dethroned by the eighth seed York
College Cardinals in the first round
of the tournament.
While knocking down the defending champions is a feat on its
own, the Cardinals also ended a
postseason drought dating back
to the 2002-03 season. Although
a first-round exit was not how the
Bearcats wanted their season to
end, the team played with heart
and never stopped competing
until the final buzzer. York took
down Baruch 72-63 to advance to
the quarterfinals in the CUNYAC
tournament, and the Bearcats finished their season with a 10-15
overall record.
Veronica Ganzi put on a scoring
show for Baruch, leading all scorers
with a season-high 35 points in the
final game of her junior year. With
many of the team’s players battling
injuries, Ganzi answered the call
and stepped-up to carry the team’s
offense when it needed her the
most. The third-year guard from
Glendale, New York, was scoring
at will through the final stretch of
the season, racking up 20 or more
points in six of her last seven games
while averaging 20.3 points per
game this season.
Shannon Barrett made her presence felt on the defensive end, re-
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Barrett (right) averaged a double-double in her ﬁrst season with the Bearcats, scoring 11.7 points and 10.2 rebounds a game
cording 16 rebounds and a careerhigh six blocks. Barrett closed out a
phenomenal rookie season, scoring 17 points for her seventh career
double-double. “[Shannon] came
in at the middle of the season,” said
head coach Kelly Ann Barrett. “Her
role now is a little different than
what it was when she first came on.
We had two more solid players before they got hurt, so now her role
has changed. Between her and Veronica, they have to be our scorers
and our go-to people. Where, when
we had the other two [Kristen Podlovits and Jacqueline Kennedy],
she was able to take some of that
off and play her game.”
Barrett has been an impact
player for the Bearcats since joining the team mid-January and
has provided depth for a rising,

young team.
The Cardinals got off to a quick
start, capping off an 11-4 run with
a three-point dagger just before the
halfway point of the first quarter.
While early turnover issues hurt
Baruch’s output on offense, Ganzi
kept the Bearcats in striking distance by showing off her range from
behind the arc. Ganzi was able to
knock down back-to-back three
pointers from her sweet spot, after
an aggressive defensive push by
Barrett gave Ganzi the open look.
On the first play after the run, Barrett battled her way through several
York defenders to give the Bearcats
a second-chance opportunity with
a crucial offensive board. With the
York players crowding the paint,
Ganzi was able to step outside for
an uncontested three pointer. On

Del Potro makes return at Delray Beach
Before undergoing his third wrist surgery, the Argentian phenom was one of the biggest names in tennis
BY MICHAEL FRIEDLICH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After waiting 11 months, Juan
Martin del Potro of Argentina finally made his comeback to professional men’s tennis.
Before his resurgence last week
at the Delray Beach Open in Delray
Beach, Florida, where he reached
the semifinals, it seemed unclear
whether he would ever return after four wrist surgeries debilitated
his career.
When he was 20-years-old, del
Potro won the U.S. Open, defeating Roger Federer, who is considered among the greatest players
in the history of men’s tennis. Not
only was it del Potro’s first Grand
Slam title, but it also was the first
time anyone had defeated Federer and Rafael Nadal, who is also
considered one of the best players in history, in the same Grand
Slam tournament.
Everyone was proclaiming that
del Potro was going to be the next
star, like Federer or Nadal, and that
this would certainly not be his last
Grand Slam title.
However, eight months later,
del Potro had surgery on his right
wrist, making him unable to defend his U.S. Open title and derailing his path to success. Then,
after having some success but
no Grand Slam titles after this
surgery, he needed three surgeries on his left wrist in 2014
and 2015.
From a career-high ranking
of four, his ranking had dropped
down to 1,042nd in the world because of all the tournaments del
Potro missed from injury. He is
only 27-years-old. Although he
is getting old for a tennis player, he still has time to add to
his legacy.

Del Potro got a wild-card entry
into the Delray Beach Open, as his
ranking was not good enough to
get him in, and he has already received wild cards into future tournaments, such as the very important BNP Paribas Open in Indian
Wells, California.
Although he did make his first
semifinal appearance at an ATP
event after about two years away
from the tournament, del Potro
struggled mightily through all of
his matches, displaying the effect that his three left wrist surgeries had through his inability
to effectively hit his two-handed
backhand.
Even Del Potro admitted that he
is still in the process of recovering
and rehabilitating his left wrist, so
he can improve his backhand. He
cannot turn his left wrist to drop
the racquet head under the ball,
which he needs to do to generate
spin and speed.
As a result, his backhands float
in the air, move very slowly and
sometimes fly out because he does
not have the spin to keep the ball
in play.
But his forehand and serve,
which surprisingly are still as effective as they were when he won
the U.S. Open, may be the best in
men’s tennis.
Because he cannot turn his
wrist, his backhand stroke looked
funny, as if he were trying to guide
the ball instead of hit under it.
But even though he was able to
achieve success in Delray Beach,
he will face a tougher challenge
against the top competition with
only a great serve and forehand
and absolutely no backhand to
play with.
In the second round against
135th-ranked Australian qualifier John-Patrick Smith, del Potro

struggled when Smith approached
the net, pressuring del Potro to
either pass or lob Smith with the
weak backhand.
When Smith utilized that strategy, he took the lead, but then he
abandoned the strategy and started losing. Better players will see
del Potro’s inability to beat them
with his backhand and will try to
attack the backhand as much as
they possible can.
Although del Potro had a nice
win against No. 30 Jeremy Chardy,
Chardy was making way too many
errors the entire match and was
not forcing del Potro to prove his
backhand.
All of the players he defeated,
including 65th-ranked Denis
Kudla, Smith and Chardy, either made too many errors or hit
to too many forehands. But the
more consistent a player is, the
better the chance he will have of
beating del Potro; because, del
Potro cannot beat another player
with a backhand, and the better
players will for the most part be
more consistent.
Del Potro will not be able to
compete against the better players,
or even against weak competition,
like 61st-ranked American Sam
Querrey—who defeated del Potro
in the semifinals—if he cannot
overcome his weakness.
Therefore, he should take as
much time as he needs to recuperate his left wrist to improve the
backhand.
If he cannot at least get to
the point where he can turn
his left wrist, then he should
consider retiring.
While del Potro can celebrate
his achievement of moving up
about 622 spots in the rankings,,
who knows how long the 27-yearold will last?

the following play, Barrett forced
a Cardinals turnover, which set up
a fast-break three by Ganzi on the
other end. Ganzi had the hot hand
in the first half, making 4 of 7 from
downtown. Despite the six-point
rally, York remained aggressive
and continued to shoot the ball
effectively, scoring seven of their
next nine points from outside of
the paint.
In the second quarter, York’s
lead dwindled down to as little
as two points behind a series of
dominant shooting and great ball
movement by the Bearcats’ backcourt. Ganzi and Barrett combined
for a total of 32 of the team’s 34
points in the half and also recorded
nine rebounds. Still, the Bearcats
were unable to take the lead, trailing by as many as eight points in

the quarter and finishing with a
six-point deficit.
The Cardinals came out cold
following the intermission, scoring
only 10 points in the third quarter.
With a chance to take their first lead
of the game, Baruch rallied back
and made it a one-possession game
leading up to the fourth. The Cardinals made a crucial mistake fouling
and sending Ganzi, an 80 percent
free throw shooter, to the charity
stripe with four seconds remaining
in the period.
With the fate of the season resting in the next 10 minutes, both
teams called on everything in
their arsenals to try to edge out a
win. York’s offense, which was absent throughout much of the third
quarter, finally got rolling, starting
the final period with two quick layups. Baruch had an opportunity to
upset the visitors late in the quarter, but the Cardinals’ drives took
too much time off the clock. The
Bearcats were forced to foul with
time expiring. York sealed the game
with five made free throws in the final 30 seconds of the match to upset Baruch on its home floor.
Although the outcome was not
what Baruch expected, the team
handled the hard-fought battle
well, as they wished their rivals
the best moving forward into the
next round. It is a first for the players and coaching staff, who are not
used to being in this type of situation. Despite losing more than half
of its championship roster to graduation last season, the future looks
bright with players like Barrett
and Ganzi leading the team in the
next campaign.
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Curry leads Warriors to record-breaking start, eyes 72-win record
BY OMER SEMAN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Each era of the NBA is linked to
its most dominant player. 30 years
ago the Boston Celtics—at the peak
of the Larry Bird and Magic Johnson rivalry—rolled through the
regular season and playoffs with
an 82-18 record (40-1 at home), enroute to the team’s 16th NBA title.
The 1995-96 season saw Michael
Jordan’s return from retirement
fuel one of the greatest teams the
league has ever seen, setting records at an unprecedented clip: 72
regular season wins (87 total), best
start to a season (41-3) and secondbest home record (39-2). Two decades later, Stephen Curry and the
Golden State Warriors are etching
their names into the history books.
The 2009 NBA draft was a pivotal moment for the Warriors and
the Minnesota Timberwolves. With
the fifth and sixth picks of the draft,
the Timberwolves selected point
guards Ricky Rubio, one of the worst
shooters since the three-point line
was created in 1979, and Jonny Flynn, who was last seen playing for
the Italian club Orlandina Basket in
2014. You may have noticed neither
of them are Stephen Curry, who
Golden State drafted one pick later.
The Warriors promoted Bob Myers to general manager in 2012 and
continued its keen decision making by trading ball-hog Monta Ellis
for center Andrew Bogut, drafting
eventual playmakers and acquiring
key free-agents over the course of
three years.
Emphasizing length and aggressiveness under head coach
Mark Jackson allowed the Warriors
to finish 10th in scoring offense
and defense in 2014. Even after a
hard-fought, first-round matchup
against a talented Los Angeles Clippers team, Warriors co-owner Joe
Lacob fired Jackson because, “Part

of it was that he couldn’t get along
with anybody else in the organization,” said Lacob. Management
hired former Phoenix Suns executive and five-time champion with
the Bulls, Steve Kerr, who lacked
coaching experience but surrounded himself with long-tenured assistant coaches, like Alvin Gentry and
Ron Adams.
Kerr unlocked the full potential
of his roster thanks to a David Lee
injury, forcing him to start Draymond Green at power forward. The
team thrived under his pace-andspace approach in 2015, finishing
first and second in defensive and
offensive ratings. Curry broke the
league record for threes made in
a season with 286, surpassing his
previous best, 272. He earned the
MVP award as the Warriors capped
a milestone 67-win season with an
NBA championship. Apparently,
that was just the appetizer.
As their head coach recovered
from complications from an offseason back surgery and Gentry
moved on to coach in New Orleans,
assistant Luke Walton assumed the
lead position in the interim. Golden State not only won 24 straight
games to open the season, but they
also bulldozed teams by an average
margin of 11.5 points per game—
good for second in the league.
No other team can match what
the Warriors do on both sides of
the ball. Their crunch-time lineup
of Curry, Klay Thompson, Andre
Iguodala, Harrison Barnes and
Green is unrivaled. Each player’s
court-vision, ability to make threepointers and handle the ball, and
willingness to share the rock creates poetry in motion. Barnes is out
with a leg injury? No problem; substitute in Brandon Rush. Iguodala
needs a breather? Throw Shaun
Livingston onto the court. Golden
State’s second unit is more skilled
than many team’s first squad.

What allows them to seamlessly
swap out players is continuity. With
their key contributors ranging from
6 feet 3 inches to 6 feet 9 inches,
opponents cannot take advantage
of a size-matchup as the Warriors
are able to switch defensive assignments multiple times in any
given possession. Kerr and his staff
designed their sublime defense
to flow as smoothly as their offense; at its best, it is like watching
five synchronized dancers move
to the tune of their own sneakers
squeaking on the hardwood.
Make no mistake; Curry is the
straw that stirs the drink. It has gotten to the point where you just scoff
at the stats he puts up, shake your
head and realize how awesome it
is to watch him play. As his team
was the fastest to reach 50 wins in
a season, he led the league in scoring with 29.8 points per game and is
currently on pace to hit 400 threepointers, shoot 50 percent from the
field, 40 percent from beyond the
arc and 90 percent from the freethrow line: a feat only ever accomplished by six players in the NBA.
He inflicts all his damage in just
33.8 minutes per game, ranking No.
34 in the league.
Golden State’s efficiency and effectiveness puts them in contention
for 73 wins, something the players
have admitted they are gunning
for. As such, everyone they face will
give maximum effort; all-stars Kyle
Lowry, John Wall and Damian Lillard each racked up their best scoring output against the defending
champs. A back-loaded schedule
has 12 of their remaining 24 games
facing prospective playoff teams.
The Spurs are situated as the
two-seed in the conference and,
like the Warriors, remain undefeated at home thus far. The Warriors will play two of their final
games against San Antonio. Their
clash in January was, by advanced
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After recently reaching their 50th win this year, the Warriors are in contention to
surpass the 1995-96 Bulls team for the most wins in a single season.
metrics, the greatest matchup of all
time. Golden State did not just defeat San Antonio, they slapped 120
points on them and dispelled any
notion of a competitive game from
the start.
Trying to craft a scenario where
the Warriors do not overtake the
Bulls’ record must include an injury to Curry, Thompson or Green.
Yet, their dominance in the first
36 minutes of games lets them

spend many fourth quarters on the
bench, reducing wear-and-tear. To
summarize, good luck stopping
these guys.
There is a line often attributed
to Mark Twain that goes, “History
doesn’t repeat itself, but it does
rhyme.” We’ve seen generational
superstars bolstered by elite supporting casts reach the edge of perfection, ant this Warriors team may
eclipse them all.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: MARCH
MADNESS

FEB/MARCH 2016
MON

29
TUES

1
WED

2
THURS

3
FRI

4
SAT

5
SUN

6

ACROSS
1. Kindergarten disrupters
6. Lending letters
9. Secondary school
13. Balance in the sky
14. Sheepish sound
15. Darlings
16. Continental divide
17. Caustic soda
18. Binary digits code
19. *Requirement to play
in March Madness
21. Unhitch
23. Baseball bat wood
24. Fail to mention
25. Bad-mouth
28. “____ and turn”
30. Colonnade
35. “Oh, my!”
37. “____ ____ good
example”
39. Socially acceptable
behaviors
40. *Major bball outﬁtter
41. Sea swallows
43. Constricting snakes
44. *____ and shoot,
without dribbling
46. Exertion
47. Wise one

DATA DRIVEN CREATIVE STORYTELLING
6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. | VC 2-125 | Free
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS CLUB MEETING
6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. | VC 3-216 | Free
BLOGGING AND BRAND PRODUCTION/ INFLUENCER MARKETING
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | VC 12-233 | Free
BLACK HISTORY MONTH: DINE & DISCUSS (CLOSING CEREMONY)
6:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m. | VC 1-107 | Free
DOMINICAN INDEPENDENCE DAY
6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. | VC 1-107 | Free
GIRLS WHO CODE!
6:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m. | VC 3-215 | Free
WES: SPA DAY!
12:30 p.m.-2:00 p.m. | VC 3-215 | Free
FAMILY FEUD - MARKETING AND ADVERTISING EDITION
6:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. | VC 2-125 | Free
ASCEND LEGACY LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
2:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m. | Brooklyn College | Free

48. Newspaper VIP
50. Florida Keys and such
52. *March Madness
winner’s reward
53. TV’s “____. O”
55. Male child
57. *Winningest coach
60. *One region
64. BBQ spot
65. Be in debt
67. Famous ballerina
painter
68. Winery process
69. Did a marathon
70. Pack animal
71. Secretary station
72. Armageddon
73. *Senior to freshman
DOWN
1. Coalition of countries
2. Puerto ____
3. Cain’s victim
4. ____-____-la refrain
5. Least crazy
6. Up to the task
7. Foot the bill
8. Sleep in one’s eye
9. Acapulco money
10. “____’em” in pool
11. Huron’s neighbor
12. Tire measurement
15. *Occasional Cinderella

team from OH
20. Uncredited author?
22. Not a thing
24. Emu relative
25. *March Madness, a.k.a.
“The Big ____”
26. Homer’s famous poem
27. Female principle,
Hinduism
29. *1 or 16, e.g.
31. Lots
32. Response to pain
33. Candidate’s concern
34. A useful part
36. Religious oﬀshoot
38. Tolstoy’s Karenina
42. Styluses
45. *Show oﬀ
49. Beluga yield
51. Equestrian gear
54. Annoy a bedfellow
56. Inhabit
57. *College athletes don’t
earn one
58. Singer “on the dock of
the bay”
59. Sound on a farm
60. Fix
61. Archaic exclamation of
surprise
62. Ditto
63. Ivan the Terrible, e.g.
64. Bachelor’s dwelling
66. Like a dim star
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CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

BLACK HISTORY MONTH: BLACK EXCELLENCE: BSU FASHION SHOW
6:00 p.m. -8:30 p.m. | Mason Hall | Free

ISSUE 3

DNA BY DENNIS KELLY*
1:15 p.m.-3:30 p.m. | Brooklyn College - Studio 312 | Free
MOMMA’S HIP-HOP KITCHEN: VOL 9*
2:30 p.m.-4:00 p.m. | Hostos Community College | Free
PHOLLYWOOD, THE HOLOCAUST, AND THE JEWS*
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. | Queensborough Community College | Free
CIRQUE ZIVA ACROBATS*
3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. | CSI Concert Hall | $20 with Student ID
*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

FUN FACT

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK
CHECK OUT THIS WEEK’S WORDS OF WISDOM FROM PEERS FOR CAREERS, AMBASSADORS OF SCDC
“Want to gain more conﬁdence during an interview? Make a high-power pose before going to

AD HOC MAJOR
Did you know that over 35 students created their own

the interview! Any private place works. Some examples of the poses include: a Wonder Woman

Ad Hoc major through the Weissman School of Arts and

pose; standing up straight with arms stretched out; standing up straight with hands on the table

Sciences this year? To learn more about creating your own

and leaning forward. “

course of study, attend our Ad Hoc Workshops on March 29,
--ADITI KALANI

5:30 p.m. in VC 2-190.

PEER FOR CAREER

SAVE THE DATE

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

EVENTS

MACMILLAN PUBLISHERS

Writing Winning Resumes,
Tuesday, March 1st, 12:30-2:30 PM, VC 2-190

Paid summer 2016 internship with the publishing company

Learn how to create a Baruch speciﬁc resume to apply for jobs
and internships

Mastering the Job Interview,
Wednesday, March 2nd, 3:00-4:30 PM, VC 2-190
Gain insight on how to prepare for a job interview!

Suit Up for Success,
Tuesday, March 15th, 12:30-4:30 PM, VC 2-190

Need business clothes? Come by to purchase some pieces at
extremely low prices!

Undergraduate Spring Career Day,
Friday, May 6th, 12:30–4:30 PM, VC 2-190

Attend to speak with over 80 employers and learn more about
available positions and industries.

Macmillan Publishers, a distinctive group of publishing companies,
has a rich history in the book industry. Our companies publish a broad
range of quality works—including
award-winning ﬁction and nonﬁction, and inspired and much-loved
children’s books.
A forward-looking company,
we’re dedicated to making our
books available in whatever format
our readers prefer, and we foster
reader discussion through innovative community websites.
Macmillan Publishers is committed to our authors, our employees,
and to the environment. Macmillan

is currently oﬀering paid internship
opportunities for Summer 2016. Internships are available in areas such
as: Editorial, Marketing, Publicity, Art
& Design, Sales, Production, Children’s Books, and Business Development. Please specify your areas of interest in your cover letter. Interns will
be provided with the opportunity to
participate in work related assignments, gain practical work experience, and network with employees
from various departments.
Overall, the intern will become
familiar with the basic structure of
a publishing house and the role of
each department within.

The Macmillan publishing program is available for students currently enrolled in a college or university, who aspire to pursue a career in
the publishing industry. Internships
are anticipated to start in May and
will continue through the month
of August.
However, there may be some
ﬂexibility in regards to the duration
of the internship, if needed. This is
a paid internship open to all majors
and class levels.
For more information, please visit
STARRSearch with ID number 88047.

